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Faculty vote to
cancel classes
for Convocation

Friday, March 17,1995

Staff Writer

News Editor

On March 10, a body of concerned
students mailed a letter to the faculty
asking them to recommit to a state¬
ment passed on February 6, stating
that the faculty was determined to
work to "understand and eradicate"
problems of discriminatory harass¬
ment. Students felt that after five
weeks little had been done.
The letter challenged faculty, ask¬
ing, "Why has the faculty felt no com¬
pulsion to respond to student pleas
and concerns?" and "What is going on
and why do we not deserve your at¬
tention or concern?" The letter went
on to observe that, "The lack of faculty
response to student concerns is negli¬
gent. As a legislative body of the col¬
lege, you have circumvented your re¬
sponsibilities. We are not invisible,
don't ignore us. Silence is an act; it is a
political statement. So treat us as equal
members of the community and re¬
spond."
Monday afternoon, President
Harward opened the faculty meeting
by asking the faculty to discuss the
concerns addressed in the students'
letter. Marv Hunter, professor of mu¬
sic, proposed that classes be canceled
on April 5, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. so
that everyone would be able to attend
Elie Wiesel's address at the All Col¬
lege Convocation. This was proposed
as a means of allowing time for de¬
partments to meet and discuss issues
of multiculturalism and inclusiveness
in light of Wiesel's presentation.
After some discussion among the
faculty, it was decided to amend
Hunter's proposal to cancel classes for
the entire day. It was this proposal
which was ultimately passed with
only a handful of dissenting votes.
Hunter further explained that
part of the day will be spent in depart¬
mental meetings, with students meet¬
ing with faculty members to "have a
real conversation about how curricula
in departments reflect changes in so¬
ciety." Tentative plans for the other
part of the day center around panel
discussions which will focus on a va¬
riety of subjects.
In closing, Hunter said that more
details are forthcoming, and while
there are plans to hold an open meet¬
ing at the beginning of next week. At
the time of publication, the location
and time of that meeting had yet to be
determined.
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Lewiston, Maine

College presidents make plea to
Washington for continued aid
By Sarah Gunn

By Jennifer Lacher

Friday will feature flurries of thesis
deadlines, followed by a downpour of
weepy, boozy "I love everybody"
speeches. Saturday's hangover will be
accompanied by a sinking feeling that
perhaps the Trobrianders just don't
care about kinship. Sunday: same.

In an "unprecedented" sign of
solidarity, the presidents of Bates,
Bowdoin, Colby, and other private
colleges in Maine joined the Chancel¬
lor of the University of Maine to pro¬
test proposed cutbacks in federal stu¬
dent aid programs.
At a news conference held Thurs¬
day at the State House in Augusta, the
presidents argued that planned cut¬
backs in federal aid would "hurt stu¬
dents everywhere, but would dispro¬
portionately hurt students at both
public and private institutions in
Maine."
The proposals before Congress,
which have passed subcommittee
hearings and will soon come to a vote,
include the elimination of the Perkins
loan program; the college work study
program; the Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grant, a direct grant pro¬
gram for low-income students; and
the in-school interest subsidy pro¬
gram, which allows students to post¬

pone interest payments on loans.
The Federal government cur¬
rently provides 75% of all financial aid
funding. The recent Republican pro¬
posal aims to cut student aid by $12.9
billion — a move which prompted
President Clinton to label the proposal
"the biggest cut in student financial
aid" in history.
If educational subsidies are sig¬
nificantly reduced, many students' ac¬
cess to higher education would suffer,
the presidents argued. The majority of
students enrolled in public universi¬
ties receive financial assistance.
Nearly 70% of all students enrolled in
the Maine state university system re¬
ceive some form of financial aid.
Michael Orenduff, Chancellor of the
University of Maine system, said,
"These proposals are alarming to us
and to our students because, if en¬
acted, they will mean that fewer
young men and women from Maine
will be able to attend our institutions
— or, indeed, any college or univer¬
sity."
The cuts would not only affect
public education. 55% of Bates stu¬

dents receive financial aid, and 24.8%
get aid directly from the federal gov¬
ernment. "The cutbacks would make
it measurably less attractive for stuContinued on Page 4, Column 3

Multicultural Center not a panacea for diversity’s ills
By Peter Sanders

How often do students attend events at the Multicultural Center?

Student Correspondent

The Multicultural Center was
created with an open door policy in
mind, however, as the results of a
recent Student survey indicate, there
is a need to question the accessibil¬
ity of the Multicultural Center.
"I feel comfortable there and it's
fun," said an anonymous student
who participated in The Bates Stu¬
dent survey. This same student,
who defines him/herself as belong¬
ing to an historically oppressed
group, went on to say, "I believe the
place was specifically geared to
[Amandla!; the Jewish Cultural
Community; the Gay, Lesbian, Bi¬
sexual Alliance (GLBA);... ] to serve
as a haven. I think it should stay
that way."
Although not many comments
expressed similar sentiments, there
were a number of students who ad¬
mitted to feeling "intimidated" by
the Center and avoided it as a result.
"Those groups that occupy the
Multicultural Center ought to try
and accept all Bates students and

197

Taken March 13,1995, this Student survey was a random
sampling of 394 students.

Students who do not identify with an historically oppressed group
Students who identify with an historically oppressed group
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staff. 'Welcoming' is not a term I
would attach to the Center," said a
student not associated with an histori¬
cally oppressed group.
Comments like this were not lim¬
ited to students defining themselves
as not being historically oppressed;
some students who do feel they be¬
long to an historically oppressed
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Other

group felt the same ambivalence to¬
wards the Center. One student who
used to attend planned events at the
Center spoke of a "constrictive at¬
mosphere" that kept him/her from
returning: 'The Bates community is
quite polarized — it is sad and unContinued on Page 3, Column 1

INSIDE
Rocky eats sprouts...

Right You Are, says Dave...

Hard-hitting Forum Editor Jeremy
"Outrage" Breningstall braves the
madcap world of career planning.
Witness his epic struggle - the grueling preparations, the dead Yankee
managers, the startling photojournalism -it's all there. Page 6.

The Theatre Department seems to
have managed to assemble a production that Arts Editor and fly-by-night
editor-in-chief Kociemba actually
liked. Well, sort of any way, in a "now
we're getting somewhere" kind of
way. Page 12.
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Around Campus
Seven faculty members spell “relief”: T-e-n-u-r-e

Newly tenured biology
professor Pam Baker
works with lab students
one afternoon. Baker
was one of seven fac¬
ulty members to receive
tenure. This year, all
seven tenured faculty
were from the humani¬
ties and natural sci¬
ences disciplines.
Barney Beal photo.

NEWS
BRIEFS
Mr. Kevin Rhodes,
Vice President and
Management Su¬
pervisor at Ingalls,
Quinn and Johnson, of Boston, will hold a lecture
and video presentation for students and the general
public. The topic of his presentation will be "Cul¬
tural Diversity in the Field of Advertising".
The lecture will take place on Thursday, March
23, at 7:30 pm in Olin 104. Students are also invited
to meet Mr. Rhodes and discuss advertising career
options prior to the evening's lecture at the Office of
Career Services at 4:00 pm For more information,
contact Jessica Tracy (x6232).

Executive visit
planned by OCS
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The
Brooks
Quimby De¬
bate Council
has
again
shown its prowess as one of the premier programs in
the nation. During the weekend of March 4, Bates
students competed at the Wellesley College Debate
Tournament, returning with a second place trophy
and a Top Individual Speaker Award. Barbara
Raths '96 and Jason Hall '97 led Bates as the duo
battled their way to final round. Enroute they de¬
feated some of the top ranked collegiate teams in the
nation, including M.I.T., three squads from Harvard,
and then UConn in semifinals. Debate topics ranged
from a Russian withdrawl from Chechnya to Super¬
man dropping his Clark Kent alter ego. In the final
round, Raths and Hall competed against another
debate powerhouse: Yale. Unfortunately, the
judges' tallies gave the round to the debaters from
New Haven and Bates left with second place. But
the defeat was sweetened when Jason Hall won the
Top Individual Speaker Award, naming him the
most eloquent debater out of fifty other competitors.
As a result of their exceptional performance at
Wellesley, Raths and Hall qualified to compete at the
National Championship Tournament to be held
April 21-23, at Johns Hopkins University.

in

Dean Sawyer an¬
’95-’96 Resident
nounced that the
following students
Coordinators chosen have
been ap¬
pointed to serve as
Resident Coordinators for the 1995-96 academic
year:
Rastko Kovacevic
Matt Arsenault
Cara Malarek
Bryan Burpee
Ellen McDevitt
Elizabeth Cashin
Jennifer Neal
Sarah Coulter
Kathleen Snyder
Dianna Devlin
Joseph Tweed
Darin Edler
Nicolle Winbush
Chris Hallward
Viravuth
Yin
Katie Kenneson
David Kociemba
Three alternates were chosen in case anyone should
not be able to fulfill their duties next year: Andrew
Cyr, Shiuli Mukhopadahyay, and Jonathan Smith.
The seventeen RCs were chosen from a field of
twenty-five applicants.

St
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Team qualifies for
national championship

By Jennifer Lacher
Well... it’s that time of year again. People have been preparing for this moment for years — in some cases
people have worked their whole lives to get to this day. It's a moment that could make or break the rest of
these individuals' lives. Yes ... it's the "T" word, and, no, it's not Thesis — it's Tenure.
Six professors at Bates were "up for tenure" this year: Assistant Professor of Classics Delores O'Higgins,
Assistant Professor of English Lillian Nayder, Assistant Professor of Geology Dykstra Eusden, Assistant Pro¬
fessors of Biology Lee Abrahamsen and Pamela Baker, Assistant Professor of Japanese Sarah Strong, and
Assistant Professor of Chemistry Glen Lawson.
This year all applicants were granted tenure, something which cannot always be said of the tenure pro¬
cess. Having secured tenure, these seven faculty members are more or less employed for life, barring any
gross misconduct.

Visitors debate merits of atomic bombing

In this year, the fiftieth
anniversary of the U.S.
bombing of Hiroshima,
the debate program is
sponsoring several stu¬
dent exchanges. The
first of these involved
Japanese debate cham¬
pions Ryoichi Ichihashi
and Yuko Tomosue who
participated in a debate
on campus on Monday,
March 13.
Alex Hahn photo.
By Jeremy Villano
On March 13, Bates held a debate on the resolution, "The Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima was Justified."
The contest, held on the 50-year anniversary of the bombing, was sponsored by the Brooks Quimby Debate
Council and included two visiting Japanese debaters from Nagoya University and four members of Bates'
Debate Team. The Japanese team of Ryoichi Ichihashi and Yuko Tomosue arrived here by winning an Inter¬
national Education Center sponsored debate tournament; the top prize is a week-long trip to Bates.
John Lyle '95 lead the proposing team as he claimed that the Japanese army had vowed to continue to
wage war. The bomb, he said, ended the war and saved both American and Japanese lives. Barbara Raths
'96 spoke for the opposition, contending that Hiroshima was not a military target and the bomb killed mostly
women and children. She cited evidence that Japan's ability to wage war was declining and the nation had
been considering surrender for some time before the dropping. She continued to claim that the U.S. could
have dropped the bomb in a better moral position. "It is not justified," she said of the bomb, "it is genocide."
Ichihashi spoke next, claiming that Japanese leaders were willing to continue the fight, even in a suicidal
campaign. The next speaker was Tomosue who assured the audience that the Japanese Emperor had been
seeking peace for some time. She claimed that peace talks would have commenced if Truman's call for un¬
conditional surrender were slightly softened to allow retention of the Emperor.
Summing-up the arguments for his side against the bomb, Jeremy Breningstall '97 declared, "The only
way it could have been conceivably justified is if we had no other alternatives." Sarah Gunn '97 concluded
the debate, hoping to show that this was precisely the case. "We had to end the war as quickly as possible.
To hesitate for a moment meant the death of thousands of people." She closed by quoting the then Secretary
of War Stimpson: "This destruction was our least abhorred choice."
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OUR APOLOGIES ... in the March 10 issue ...

Cc

Jennifer Weiers, Student Correspondent, co-wrote the
article entitled "Professor Robinson's Promise".
In the article "German Club to sponsor new film series"
by Amy Geller, The Shoah was referred to as a film title; in fact,
it should have been a German word for the Holocaust: the
"shoah".
In Sports, Ryan Spring deserved credit for his season¬
ending basketball wrap-up, not Margaux D’Auteuil.
In Jen Lacher's news article, Carmita McCoy did not
promise increased multiculturalism for the class of 1999, but
is excited about its prospects.
Wylie Mitchell's title is Dean of Admissions, not the Di¬
rector, as cited in Keri Fox's news article on mulitculturalism.
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THE MULTICULTURAL
Center
Behind Closed Doors?
60% of Bates students polled have
never attended an event at the
Multicultural Center

Continued from Page 1, Column 4

Do you know what is going on in the Multicultural Center?

74 % of Bates students polled feel
uninformed about events and re¬
sources available at the Multicultural
Center

Ghosh admitted that the events
are often not well subscribed to by the
entire campus even though they are
fortunate, and I refuse to connect my¬
open to all and well advertised in
self ... with any of those organizations
places such as the "Bates Daily". To
out of a sense of principle."
encourage attendance, Ghosh is con¬
Another student said, "I don't feel
tinuing to develop the Center by add¬
invited and wouldn't feel comfortable.
ing
a Research Room which will house
... What's the point of a multicultural
newspapers, journals, periodicals, and
center if most of the campus doesn't
hopefully a new computer connected
feel welcome?"
to the Internet. "Often, many students
While it may be a hasty generali¬
don't come to events because there is
zation to assume that "most" of the
a lack of cultural awareness on this
students on campus feel unwelcome
campus. As we develop programs,
at the Multicultural Center, results of
more people will come out to partici¬
the Student survey are revealing. Of
pate, and even now more people actu¬
the 394 respondents (25% of the en¬
ally use the space than everybody
rolled student body) nine percent ad¬
thinks. OCS, the Health Center and
11% of those polled do not recognize this building as the Bates College
mitted to feeling "excluded", "uncom¬
other departments and organizations
Multicultural Center, located at 61 Campus Avenue. Alex Hahn photo.
fortable", or "unwelcome" at the
on campus use the facility for dinners,
Multicultural Center. Even more
meetings, lectures — so that gets a lot
Coordinator of the Multicultural Cen¬ national Dinner were presented
alarming is that eleven percent of
of people into the house who nor¬
through the Multicultural Center and
ter. Ghosh also believes that the Cen¬
those polled did not know Bates even
mally would not come," Ghosh re¬
ter is serving its purpose relatively the Jewish study workshop last Satur¬
had a Multicultural Center and a star¬
marked.
well: "The purpose of the Center is to day was held by the Jewish Cultural
tling number of students asked,
There are a number of student
Community
(JCC),
which
in
turn
was
be
the
catalyst
to
promote
discussion,
"Where is the Multicultural Center?"
proponents of the Center, many of
events and exhibits concerning also sponsored by the Center."
With the passing of its one year
whom defined themselves as mem¬
While all of the events held by the
ethnicity and culture. So far it is work¬
anniversary in January,
the
bers of historically oppressed groups,
Center are open to the whole campus,
ing out really well, and the Center and
Multicultural Center is fully up and
who concur with Ghosh's optimistic
attendance is often low. Students
the groups within the Center have put
running. But questions still remain
outlook. One student who goes to the
state that they are either "unin¬
on a number of campus-wide events
around campus regarding the func¬
Center regularly commented, "I think
formed", or sometimes even "intimi¬
and numerous films and discussions
tion and purpose of the center and
it houses an active group of people
dated"
by
the
Center.
One
student
within
the
Center
that
promote
cul¬
how various groups are using the
who are concerned about what goes
who
is
not
a
member
of
an
historically
tural
awareness,"
Ghosh
said.
Center.
on
here." Another student remarked,
oppressed
group
stated,
"It
seems
like
Despite
this,
there
is
still
a
strong
According to Assistant Dean of
"It
is
a place for everyone. Whether or
a
frat
house
for
a
certain
group
of
sentiment
among
some
members
of
Students, James Reese, the function of
not we use it
people
who
have
historically
op¬
the building is for
should be up to the
taken
the
thing
pressed
groups
organizations to
“I believe it is impor¬
“[The Multicultural
prerogative
of the
over
and
it's
very
that the Center is
have meetings, plan
individual."
tant
for
students
and
intimidating
to
go
not fulfilling its
Center] seems like a
events, and above
Members of vari¬
there." Another
purpose and is in
all to exchange
the groups represented ous
frat house for a certain fact contributing to student
student
com¬
ideas about various
groups,
some
who
to
feel
safe
there.
That
mented, "[It is] not
feelings of exclu¬
group of people who
topics concerning
use
the
Center
and
welcoming at all. I
sion. One polled
the groups. "So far
may mean keeping the others who don't,
have taken the thing
am not defined as
student described
it has worked really
'multicultural' and philosophy of the place also believe that it
the Center as being
over and it’s very in¬
well. There is also a
is more or less
was... shunned."
"geared to minor¬
coordinator who is
as
specifically
for
stu¬
timidating to go
serving its purpose
Both Reese and
ity races" while an¬
responsible
for
but
that there is a
dents in those groups.”
Ghosh acknowl¬
other respondent
there.”
overseeing all of
factor
of intimida¬
edge the fact that
claimed
that
this activity," said
— Anonymous GLBA
— Anonymous survey
tion
and
apprehen¬
attendance is low
"multicultural
Reese.
sion
that
some¬
member
but
downplay
'members' are ag¬
respondent
When asked
times
keeps
people
some of the factors.
gressively against
about the original
away.
Reese concedes, 'These events are
'white' participation."
purpose of the Center, and if it was
Co-coordinator of Amandla!
often small, and the people who at¬
Fundamentally, the Center repre¬
fulfilling the goals that it was de¬
Rodney Weaver '97 believes that the
tend are usually members of the
sents more than a specific "member¬
signed for, Reese replied, "I think it's
Center serves its function well: "It's a
group [sponsoring the event]. I can
ship" or "race" but is intended to pro¬
serving its purpose well. It was de¬
nice place for people of 'ethnicity7 to
see an element that might be intimi¬
vide a foundation for promoting di¬
signed to help give various groups on
gather. It is a good place to hang out
dating but often times people define
versity and multicultural education.
campus a place to plan and present
and have meetings and just to discuss
what 'might' be there or not there and
As one survey respondent stated,
programs and other gatherings. It
issues." As far as the students who do
"Multicultural means all cultures — are wary of a lot of groups."
also brings many of the ethnic, reli¬
not participate in the activities,
In contrast to this perception,
not just 'minorities'; all people should
gious, and gender-based groups to¬
Weaver stated, "A lot of people feel
some students, particularly those of
be encouraged to get involved."
gether in one space to interact."
[the Center] is off-limits, but it's not.
historically oppressed groups, see no
Ghosh went on to say, 'The Cen¬
The building itself is located at 61
People think that if they're not a part
stigma attached to the Center. One
ter is more than just a building with
Campus Avenue, across from Chase
of a group then they can't go into the
student spends time there, "because it
offices. It is a campus-wide center that
Hall, and houses six organizational
Center or to events. It7s really hard to
is
one
of
the
few
places
on
campus
I
is
open
to
everybody
and
the
groups
offices, as well as a number of lounges
get the word out and to change that
feel comfortable, and I have a sense of
that use it aim their events and pro¬
and a still-developing research room.
community
with
others
who
go
grams
at
the
campus.
For
instance,
As of September 1994, Melanie Ghosh
Continued on Page 4, Column 3
there."
things like the musicians at the Inter¬
'93 took on the newly formed job of
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College World
RewHron^alnpuse^rounS'tneregion
Compiled by Jeremy Villano

University of Maine

Overhaul on the Horizon
Reacting to cool feelings emerging from the legislature in Augusta, Uni¬
versity of Maine Chancellor J. Michael Orenduff has outlined a plan to lift
the quality of his university. "Status quo is no longer good enough," said
Orenduff in an address. His plan includes: "a staff salary increase, a uni¬
versal course catalog that would eliminate questions of arbitrary credit
transfers between campuses, and paring back the overall number of admin¬
istrators." One aspect of the plan that has garnered a reception from stu¬
dents even icier than feelings in the legislature is Orenduff's "exit exam"
requirement. Undergrads would have to pass such an exam in order to
graduate. The Free Press, the USM newspaper, said in an editorial:
"Orenduff should cut loose any notions of a unisex, unisize, universal exam
designed to measure student learning after the fact. Such a scale is already
in place: it's called the final exam."

Bowdoin College

Sexual Assault Policy Divides Campus
More critics of Bowdoin College's Sexual Assault Policy have stepped
forward as incidents on campus seem to attract little or slow attention from
the Administration. "A senior woman went outside of the College to obtain
a restraining order against a senior male, and a junior woman's case against
a senior male was mediated by the Administration," reported the Bowdoin
Orient. The senior woman explained in Maine District Court why she has
sought aid outside the College: "I am afraid of him and the Administration
has not taken enough action." Other students have also expressed displea¬
sure at the conduct of the Administration. "Despite their apparent concern,
there have been many instances when the College has refused to take action
against possible sexual offenders," wrote Tammy Yuen ‘97 in a Letter to the
Editor. Linda Berman '94 said she was not shocked to hear about the alleged
assault at her alma mater. "What I was shocked to hear it that Bowdoin con¬
tinues to have, in my opinion, a very lax policy regarding the enforcement
of incidents of sexual assault on campus."

Representative

Assembu'
President Richard Holley outlined and explained the RA internal budget that
will be presented to the Budget Committee. The RA is requesting $8,590 and $4,S00
for its co-sponsorship fund. The total RA request is for $13,090.
Treasurer Patti Daniels brought forth two co-sponsorship requests. The first was
from the Women's Action Coalition for a folk singer. They requested $600 and were
granted $250 from the Budget Committee. The RA concurred. Secondly, Sangai Asia
requested $500 for a speaker. The RA approved the Committee's proposal of $400.
Vice President Paul Howard presented the new Committee on Student/Faculty
Committees before the RA for ratification. The nominees were: Nicolle Winbush '96,
Heather Chichester '97, Jason Hall '97, Nate Orenstein '97, Jenny Clark '98, and al¬
ternate David Klotz '98. The RA accepted the slate as presented.
Scott Walsh, Patti Daniels, and Sacha Garcia reported on the faculty meeting.
They stated that the Environmental Studies Major issue will be discussed at the April
meeting. They also indicated that on April 5, all classes would be canceled for the
All College Convocation.
Scott Walsh reported on the Educational Policy Committee. The EPC will be
holding open forums on several issues in the upcoming months. The first will be on
March 22 at 4 p.m. on the topic of courses in performative learning and dropping the
humanities cluster. All the forums will focus on curricular change at Bates. Future
forums will focus on multicultural requirements; the thesis requirement; and the
social science, quantitative, and natural science requirements.
Patti Daniels and Richard Holley pointed out an error in the Minutes of the 3-695 RA meeting. The minutes mistakenly read that Adam Gamerman was ratified to
the Budget Committee; in fact, the name should read Adam Gaynor.
Russell Morris reported on the Smoking Policy Committee and the issue of
White Lounge in the Ladd Library. Currently smoking has been banned from the
lounge. Morris reported that it was designed to be a smoking lounge and had the
proper equipment to protect students, faculty, and staff from smoke.
President Holley proposed two actions for the Public Relations Committee
which the Body approved. The first is the study of the smoking policy regarding
White Lounge in Ladd Library. Secondly, he asked that the PR Committee look into
the One Card issue and begin dialogue with the student body. Secretary Liam Clarke
reported that the PR Committee would begin dialogue with the community
imnmediately and report back to the RA within three weeks.
The next meeting will be Monday, March 20th, 7 p.m. in Carnegie 204.
Respectfully Submitted, Liam Clarke, Secretary

News

Center aims to promote awareness
Continued from Page 3, Column 4
perception. Also the Center is not re¬
ally old enough yet to be really popu¬
lar with the students." Still, Weaver
thinks that overall the Center is serv¬
ing its purpose well and that the
events and programs are out there for
anyone who wants them.
Ellen Lazarus '97, president of
JCC, like Weaver, agrees that the Cen¬
ter is doing a good job with its pro¬
grams: "It has served as a catalyst for
groups like JCC, but the campus
hasn't gotten involved. Many people
are intimidated; they think that there
is no place in the house for the general
public. This isn't true at all, but it is
something that is very difficult to cor¬
rect," Lazarus stated.
JCC Treasurer, Jeremy Pelofsky
'97, believes that the Center has
brought the groups that use it a better
relationship with each other: "I think
that the groups have become more co¬
hesive and closer together since the
Center opened. Since we are all in the
same building, it is much easier to
educate the community as a whole
than when everything was scattered,"
Pelofsky commented.
Other groups, considered by
some to fall under the broad defini¬
tion of "multicultural", do not have
office space in the Center. Members
of such organizations have varied
opinions of the Center and its func¬
tion. One such group is the Bates
Christian Fellowship (BCF). Accord¬
ing to club secretary, Beatrice Canales
'97, BCF is "perfectly happy where
we are. I don't think at this time we
have any reason to need to be in the
Multicultural Center. Even though

our offices are still in Chase Hall, we
interact with the other groups. Right
now we are trying to set up a joint re¬
ligious study dinner with JCC. So
even though we don't have offices
there, the Center still makes it easier
for us to plan and have events."
One student respondent who
identified him/herself as a member of
GLBA stated, "I would like to see the
resource center in the Multicultural
House expand to the extent that stu¬
dents seeking information ... will go
there. As for the day-to-day socializ¬
ing there 1 believe it is important for
students and the groups represented
to feel safe there. That may mean
keeping the philosophy of the place as
specifically for students in those
groups."
While events like the one men¬
tioned above are being planned and
held, Ghosh stated that the Center is
still a work-in-progress: "The Center
is on ongoing process. It is a vision
that will evolve as Bates evolves. But
for now we are still concentrating on
completing projects like the Research
Room. You have to remember that we
are only about a year old, and these
things take time to get fully set up.
Over time I believe that more and
more students will participate in
Multicultural Center activities when
they realize how accessible they are,"
Ghosh commented.
Reese also believed that interest in
the Center will grow as time goes on:
"All people have to do is go into the
Center, even if it is just to look at the
art hanging on the wall or to read a
magazine in the lounge. Once they
realize how accessible this resource
really is, then campus-wide interest
will grow, and the Center will live up
to its full potential."

Presidents pressure Washington
Continued from Page 1, Column 4
dents to choose Bates, Bowdoin or
Colby," according to a letter written
by the three college presidents. VicePresident of Administrative services
William Hiss agreed. Under the
planned cutbacks, he explained, "Low
to medium-income students will find
it hard to choose schools like Bates."
Two Bates students, Angela Mar¬
tin '96 and Eben Miller '96 attended
the news conference. Martin re¬
counted her experiences as a financial
aid recipient. Without financial assis¬
tance, she said, "I won’t be able to fin¬
ish school. I think that'll be the case
for many students."
The elimination of interest subsi¬
dies could especially effect students
like Miller and Martin. Hiss elabo¬
rated, "If the subsidy is dropped ...
that should add about 20% as a rough
figure: if you were to owe $20,000 af¬
ter four years, you'd pay about $4,000
more in interest." This program in
particular would create, Orenduff ar¬
gued, "a significant chilling effect on
these students' ability to continue
their educations." If these students
become unable to pay for college ex¬
penses, they may forgo their educa¬
tion altogether.
The college leaders also claim that
aid cuts would disproportionately af¬
fect students from Maine. At Bates,
Bowdoin and Colby, anywhere from
two-thirds to 80% of Maine students

receive financial aid packages which
are $2,500 higher on the average than
those given to students from other
states.
Finally, the presidents explained
that, were these cuts implemented,
"there would also be averse conse¬
quences for our state." Bates,
Bowdoin and Colby, with annual
budgets in the range of $50 to $70 mil¬
lion and work rolls of 500-700 people
each, make significant contributions
to the state economy. "Cutbacks in
student financial aid will inevitably
impact on our ability to maintain all of
those economic contributions to
Maine," they concluded.
On February 27, the coalition of
presidents sent a joint letter to Sena¬
tors Cohen and Snowe, and to House
members Baldacci and Longley ex¬
plaining their position. To date, only
Rep. Baldacci (Democrat) and Sen.
Cohen (Republican) have replied to
the letter.
The presidents urged Maine citi¬
zens "who are concerned about edu¬
cational access" to contact their
elected representatives as soon as pos¬
sible. "Student aid that ensures access
to higher education is not a hand-out
or a risky venture," Orenduff de¬
clared, "It is an investment in our
young people with extraordinary and
unlimited payback potential... It is an
investment that we must continue to
make."

News

Faculty
ponders
major
proposal
Long sought-after Environmental Studies program may become a reality
By Paul Riley
Staff Writer_

The Educational Policy Com¬
mittee (EPC) is currently working
on an Environmental Studies ma¬
jor which could be in place as early
as the fall semester of next year.
The proposed major which was
originally brought up several
years ago by a group of science
faculty who limited it to an "Envi¬
ronmental Science" major. Inter¬
est in installing the major died
down until the fall of 1992 when
the Dean of Faculty constituted an
Environmental Studies Task Force
which broadened the major to in¬
clude more than just environmen¬
tal science.
The proposed Enviromental
Studies major goes beyond the sci¬
entific aspect of the environment
for it is envisioned that political,
economic and demographic as¬
pects of the discipline will be in¬
corporated into the major.
According to a proposal sub¬
mitted to the faculty, a major in
Environmental Studies would
consist of 13 courses and one Short
Term unit. As of now there are
five specific core courses being
proposed. In Environmental Stud¬
ies 101 students will be intoduced
to a range of environmental issues

facing the global community. Stu¬
dents will learn about the contempo¬
rary environmental problems and
proposed solutions.
In the Analytical Methods course
students will be expected to partici¬
pate in debates and prepare for field¬
work in the major. Thirdly, a Re¬
search Methods Seminar will be of¬
fered wherein students will become
familiar with the range of techniques
used in different disciplines to for¬
mulate and answer research ques¬
tions. This course will be used to pre¬
pare the student for his/her senior
thesis.
Finally, a short term unit will be
offered where students will use
knowledge and skills towards the
formulation of a project related to the
environment. Biology professor Joe
Pelliccia, a member of the EPC noted
that "students will need a lot of ad¬
vising for this major," since the major
addresses so many perspectives and
draws upon so many departments
and disciplines.
Assistant Dean of Faculty and
Professor of physics Jack Pribram has
been a leader in effort to install the
major. He expects there to be a lot of
interest in the major along with an
overall interest in the subject: "We
expect a lot of students to take Envi¬
ronmental Studies courses without
majoring in it.... There is a lot of inter¬

The proposed Environmental Studies major is anticipated to be very
popular among students, creating a need for expanded resources on
campus, including lab equipment and textbooks.
Alex Hahn photo.
est in the environment today and we
expect a lot of overall interest in what
is being proposed."
Included in the EPC's proposal is
that the faculty establish an Environ¬
mental Studies Committee with a
Chair to be appointed by the presi¬
dent. Along with this, the Educational
Policy Committee will evaluate the
Envirmental Studies program after
four years in existence.

The overall intent of the major
will be to prepare students for con¬
tributing to critical thinking and de¬
cision making concerning the global
environment. The proposal was
brought up at the end of the last fac¬
ulty meeting and is expected to be
discussed further during the April
meeting during which a vote will
probably take place.
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The Ballad of OCS
Y’know, like the Iliad, or
the Aeneid, or the
Odyssey, or ... Outrage!
By JEREMY BRENINGSTALL
FORUM EDrTOR

0

1 nee upon a time, there was...
"A king!" my little readers will
say right away.
No, children, you are wrong. This
is a story about a piece of wood. A
yellow piece of wood, in fact, with a
kind of dusky smell. It has a moral
behind it, so follow carefully.

I. Blind Ambition
As soon as I heard that it existed, I
knew that I would have to take it. The
Test that is. Even then, in the days of
my youthful naivete, I knew that few
had done so successfully and lived to
tell the tale — but I was determined
that my experience would be differ¬
ent. I had actually taken naps during
preschool and I rarely ate crayons af¬
ter brushing my teeth — and so I quite
was confident as to my fitness.

... carboloading like a madman...

“Killer” trains, rigorously pumping iron ...

___Barney Beal photo.
Ambitiously, I set off for the Of¬
fice of Career Services. Affixing a
tracer to my FM radio, I began to
walk. When I could receive WRBC, I
knew I was there. It was a cool and re¬
flective morning, reminiscent of a
smooth glass of lemonade. After do¬
ing fifty one-armed push-ups for
good luck, I summoned the strength
of heart to enter. "I'm here to take the
test," I declared, proud that I had
enunciated the words correctly.
For a moment, my pronounce¬
ment met with no response. And then
all of a sudden, it came out. The
words still ring through my ears, like
the sound of wet tennis shoes landing
in a bowl of frozen yogurt on a space
shuttle.
"Which test?" asked the puzzled
attendant.
"The Test," I said, disturbed by
the ignorance of the average Ameri¬
can turtle. "The career interest test."
Silence again. "But there are two
of them," replied the attendant.
It took a moment for this informa¬
tion to register. And then, gradually,
a feeling of perplexity began to sub¬
sume me. And then it happened. I
was stunned.

Barney Beal photo.

"Why would anyone want to be
interested in two careers?" I asked.
"Isn't one bad enough?"
"Not nearly," was the reply,
"Today's job applicant changes jobs
an average of 226 times. It is no longer
good enough to simply be interested
in one career. In today's competitive
market, one must be interested in all of
them."
Upon hearing this, I suddenly be¬
gan to grow nervous. I remembered
working in a deli during high school.
I didn't find that interesting at all.
I was feeling a little sour, and not
the least bit sweet. It was then I knew
that I had to embark on a training pro¬
gram. A training program like the
world had never been seen before.
This was necessary, I knew, for my
situation was quite severe. Not only
did I have an avowed disinterest to¬
wards several means of employment;
I had an avowed disinterest towards
all of them. Fifty one-armed push-ups
just wouldn't cut it this time.
II. The Shamrock Shake
Bates is reputed to be a pretty
small campus, and sure enough, word
soon got around that I would be tak-
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.engaging in gripping battles (the passion, the glory, the drama!!) for his
mortal soul..._'_Barney Beal photo.
ing The Test. Things began to change
dramatically in my life. First, I lost my
favorite stick of gum when I mistak¬
enly returned the library book it was
attached to. And then, I suddenly had
friends I'd never known before, prof¬
fering their unsolicited advice as to
the best antidote for both hiccups and
ingrown toenails (it's an album by
Leonard Cohen). Seeking to get away
from it all, I went to the one place
where I knew that no one would find
me: the Chapel.
Reflecting silently in the darkness,
I was awakened by a startling sound.
Uh oh! It must be a bat!
Nope. Bats rarely leave Rand af¬
ter midnight. But close. It was Billy
Martin.
"I saw your light. Can I come in?"
he said.
"I thought you were dead," I said
with a touch of surprise.
"I was for a while," said he, "But
now I've been rehired by the Yankees
- something about replacement play¬
ers."
"What are you doing at Bates any¬
way?" I asked. "Recruiting?"
"Nope. There aren't many base¬
ball players buried in Maine. Actu¬
ally, I'm here to see you. I heard about
the test and rushed right over."
"Oh," said I.
"You see, what happened to you
is freak luck, kind of like every time I
hit the ball. Look at the other guys,
playing around with things like the
LSAT and MCATs. But you, you've
got a shot at the title. You're the only

... consulting sacred texts ...
Barney Beal photo.

one with the fourteen dollars left to
pay for the real test."
I didn't have the heart to tell him
that The Student was funding this ex¬
travaganza. Instead, I simply said,
"Freak luck is a strange thing. What
do you want anyway? A new mitt?"
"No, mine's still good as new.
The reason I'm here is that I came to
warn you. You've got to be very care¬
ful about this shot at the title. You're
not going to get a second chance."
"Oh," said I, "And why is that?"
"You're out of money," he said.
He had me on that one.
Martin continued, "So what you
need is a manager. Someone who has
done it all. Someone with fifty-two
stitches over each eye, and a nose
that's been busted twenty-three
times."
I thought about it, and it didn't
sound that appealing (Michael Jackson is just a little too strange). I told
Martin that I'd prefer not to have a
rocker. Heart will just have to do.
"You kind of remind me of Mr.
Spock," said Martin. "You have the
same taste in music."
I just sat back and took a sip of my
Shamrock Shake. "Don't drink that
piss before the test," said Martin. "It
makes your eyebrows spin."
"I'll take your word for it."
"It's true. Believe me, I've got ex¬
perience," said Billy. "Believe me as
well when I tell you that you need a
manager."
"The test is set. I don't need no
manager."
"You can't buy what I'm gonna
give you," was his reply.
"George Steinbrenner would dis¬
agree."
"Not me, you fool," said Martin.
"It would be at least another six years
before I'd be able to pass the substance
abuse exam without bleach. You
should know that."
I caught a whiff of his breath. He
was right. And now I was confused.
Neither Michael Jackson, nor Billy
Martin?
"Then who?"
"Here he comes now."
I looked. In walked an old grass¬
hopper. He looked about 100 years
old. "Why, bless my soul. It's Jiminy
Cricket!"
"Yeah, I met him down under,"
said Martin. "As a condition of my
release, I had to bring him along. He
was driving Richard Nixon nuts."

I still wasn't sure that I needed a
manager. "He's cheap," said Martin.
Good enough.
III. The Cold War
It began every morning with six
Mountain Dews. Training was in¬
tense. Following breakfast came a
visit to Commons. "You need to prac¬
tice dry, mundane tasks with little
point or meaning," were Jiminy's
words of wisdom. Chemistry 101
came next.
Each day grew progressively
more intense. By the second week,
Jiminy had me reading Tolstoy. "Af¬
ter reading this, nothing will seem
boring again," he promised. That day
I had a few extra Mountain Dews. I
still didn't quite make it. Maybe it
wasn't meant to be read in Portu¬
guese.
Soon the media begin to arrive,
one after another like a herd of pigs.
How did you come to train in an ice¬
box? Rejected at Stanford. Is this a
common training method? I guess.

Do other testees eat raw meat? Only
at McDonald's.
Pencil sharpening became a regu¬
lar drill. By week two, I could do eight
in three seconds flat. Time was tick¬
ing, though, and I was beginning to
grow concerned. "Just keep listening
to Judy Collins. You should be fine,"
said the cricket.
I didn't feel all that reassured. I
had yet to wake up for a class that met
before eleven. I had yet to complete
The Critique of Pure Reason.
But with time, I felt my strength
begin to grow. Occasionally, I would
wake up before noon of my own voli¬
tion. One day, I even managed to sit
through two classes back to back.
Thelonious Monk had just about
numbed me.
And then it happened. I finished
a novel by Tolstoy. Standing on top of
Hathom, I shouted to the countryside,
"Yo Fabian!" Someone called the po¬
lice. "Don't worry," said Jiminy, "Jail
time is good for training."
Next: The training ends.
The battle begins._
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Let us seek toleration
of one another
Now that the faculty has decided to cancel classes for the all-college Convo¬
cation on April 5th, the ad-hoc committee planning the day’s events must carry
the initiative through, in a short period of time, to make this day a success and a
learning experience for students, faculty and staff. Professor Elie Wiesel’s visit
and speech alone should be a educational experience that the College will benefit
for years to come but it cannot stop there.
Professor Wiesel, a survivor of the Auschwitz concentration camp during
World War II, is an ideal speaker to address the issues of anti-Semitism and tol¬
erance from that time and today. Wiesel survived the worst horrors of the Holo¬
caust seeing his family die at the hands of the Nazis who sought to exterminate
all the Jews in Europe and those who did not fit the Nazi mold. Above all others,
Wiesel has tolerated a tremendous amount of anti-Semitism in his life about
which he has continuously attempted to educate future generations. Tolerance
has been at the forefront of the Judaic faith and has transcended from the days of
Moses through the worst days of the Holocaust to today and must be carried into
the future generations which the students here represent, thus making Wiesel’s
visit timing excellent.
Additionally, Wiesel’s visit to Bates comes at a pertinent time, as discussions
progress among students, faculty and staff on the issues of tolerance and antiSemitism, as well as the matters of curriculum reform and other multicultural
affairs. The discussions and events surrounding the Convocation speech by Pro¬
fessor Wiesel should focus directly on tolerance as the campus tries to better un¬
derstand anti-Semitism, racism, xenophobia, homophobia and other forms of in¬
tolerance. If this opportunity to foster tolerance is not seized by the college, the
ad-hoc committee will only distract from Wiesel’s message. With discussions on
this hatred and what effect it has on people victimized by it, students, faculty, and
staff can leam how to better tolerate and cultivate relationships with those who
are different on this increasingly diverse campus. Bates College has a responsi¬
bility as an educational institution to incorporate the ideal of tolerance into its
curriculum. Using this occasion as an opportunity for these discussions should
not be missed.
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Letters to the Editor

Bring back the books!
To the Editor:
Recently, I had the pleasure of an
extended visit to Bates. Usually, com¬
ing from my regular routine and ev¬
eryday dealings with a not so perfect
society, I simply enjoy being around
the campus and its students, visiting
old friends and seeing the place grow.
Though it may struggle occasionally,
Bates continuously strives to become a
community exemplifying higher stan¬
dards and it is a pleasure to witness its
growth and admire its progress.
That said, however, something
struck me as odd and out of place. I
went to take out a book, "Race Mat¬
ters", by Cornel West, a national best
seller, from the library, and the librar¬
ian informed me I couldn't and, "I'd
have to wait at least a week." [sic]
That's fine and dandy, I thought,
some student is reading a good book.
However, I was appalled to leam that
a professor has the book out for ONE
WHOLE YEAR.... I thought this to be
astonishing, one year, and at such a
tiny and close-knit campus, bureau¬
cracy would force me to wait at least
ONE week to get the book from the

professor.[sic]
This was shocking, I thought the
school was for the students. Isn't it
only proper that the burden to obtain
the book lies not so much with the stu¬
dent but with the faculty member.[sic]
Furthermore, it is outrageous that a
teacher can possess a book for an en¬
tire calendar year. I'm sure, since they
order the books themselves, they are
privy to some wonderful deals and
even if not, do they have the right to
take out a book for ONE YEAR at the
students' expense? If they need a book
for that long, go buy it. I'm all for shar¬
ing, but this is a joke.
Maybe, someone can explain to
me the basis of this policy. Better yet, I
suggest that the policy be reversed or
corrected and made more equitable
and in line with Bates' higher stan¬
dards. No one, certainly not the paid
faculty, should have the right to take a
book out for ONE whole calendar
year.
Sincerely,
Nick Monogenis '91

Now that your thesis is done,
you have plenty of time to
write form.... No excuses!

Forum
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EARTHWATCH

Washington’s plan paves the way to
clearcutting environmental protection
BY SARAH BARTOS
For the past twenty-five years,
our government has been working to
pass legislation dedicated to increase
protection of the environment. Prior
to government intervention, busi¬
nesses had been free to pollute and
damage at will, never directly feeling
the consequences of the havoc they
created. Unfortunately, those days
may soon be with us again.
With the newly-created Republi¬
can majority in Congress, our govern¬
ment is now likely to shift course,
from environmental protection laws
to anti-environmental legislation.
Congress is justifying this reversal by
virtue of their claim that the recent
election demonstrated that people felt
too much priority was being placed
upon environmental protection. This
supposed mandate conflicts directly
with a recent Newsweek poll which
discovered that 73% percent of the
public would be disconcerted if gov¬
ernment cuts weakened or removed
environmental regulations. A similar
poll, conducted by the National Wild¬
life Federation, showed that the vast
majority of U.S. citizens, both Demo¬
crats and Republicans, are firmly com¬
mitted to strong protection of the en¬
vironment. Is the government truly
this out of touch with its constituency,
or is it deliberately trying to subvert
the public will?
An example of this new approach
to environmental protection is a re¬
cently proposed bill endowed with
the innocent-sounding title of the "Job
Creation and Wage Enhancement
Act". Job creation sounds great, until
one reads the fine print of what this
bill is actually seeking to produce.
The text includes items such as "tak¬
ing bills," which establish that it is the
taxpayer's obligation to pay property
owners not to destroy our environ¬
ment. Seeking to protect the indi¬
vidual, this proposal would set up a
structure under which taxpayers
would be forced to pay property own¬
ers not to endanger our health and
neighborhoods, leaving the many at
risk for the profits of the few.
Such legislation would not only

Date: 3-1-95
To: The Faculty
From: Concerned Students
Re: Communication Problems

On February 6, 1995, the fac¬
ulty received a letter regarding the
Statement of Values and Nondis¬
crimination. At the following
meeting a more detailed and com¬
prehensive agenda for the imple¬
mentation of multicultural pro¬

cost taxpayers a great deal of money
and reduce protection for our environ¬
ment, but furthermore, would im¬
merse the courts in red tape. Endless
litigation would need to take place re¬
garding issues such as the worth of
property and the precise degree of
danger posed by individual cases.
As if this were not enough, this
act also includes clauses aimed at de¬
creasing our standards for clean air
and water. In Maine, the current stan¬
dards of ozone pollution aimed at pro¬
tecting the health of its citizens would
be made significantly weaker. With
the reduction of toxic water regula¬
tions, attempts aimed at protecting
children from lead poisoning could be
curtailed. There are also propositions
within the bill to repeal the Sensible
Transportation Policy which is meant
to provide cleaner and cheaper ways
to transport people and materials. In
addition, a pesticide safety require¬
ment may be blocked.
Furthermore, this act would not
only weaken environmental legisla¬
tion, but would weaken enforcement
of it as well. It states that environmen¬
tal offenders should be let off without
charge unless their violation "involves
clear and incontrovertible ongoing
damage to the environment." By this
standard, an environmental crisis
such as the Exxon oil spill would not
be considered a violation because it is
not "ongoing."
In one of its more interesting sec¬
tions, the bill seeks to leave enforce¬
ment of environmental regulations up
to the potential violators. This provi¬
sion would allow paper companies to
veto rules that reduce the amount of
dioxin released from papers and allow
tobacco industry scientists to deter¬
mine the hazards of smoking. This
methodology is akin to letting crimi¬
nals provide their own sentences.
Not everyone is fooled by the
distortion of this legislation. Business
Week has called the Job Creation Act a
"stealth environmental policy ... a
guerilla war on green laws." The New
York Times has said that this act

grams was submitted to the faculty.
The faculty as a body has failed to re¬
spond to either of these documents.
Why has the faculty felt no compul¬
sion to respond to student pleas and
concerns? In addition, it has been ex¬
actly a year since the Multiethnic Em¬
powerment Initiative addressed
the faculty regarding the development
of a Teach-In on issues of intolerance.
Are students to wa it yet another year?
What is going on and why do we not
deserve your attention or concern?
On February 6, the faculty passed

"would radically restrict the
government's ability to regulate ev¬
erything from auto safety to wilder¬
ness protection."
Congress is seeking to quietly
override our interests. Something has
to be done. Speak out before it is too
late. Please write a letter or make a
telephone call to Maine's federal del¬
egation and let them know that you
are not fooled. Tell them that you do
not support the fine print of the Job
Creation Act because it is detrimental
to the environment. Tell them, as
well, that you are against giving pol¬
luters increased liberties and that you
are concerned about the repercussions
this bill would have towards your
health and the health of others. Let
them know that you are following
their votes carefully, and that you are
one among a majority of American

the following resolution:
Resolved, the faculty of Bates Col¬
lege recognizes that discriminatory
harassment occurs at Bates, particu¬
larly against
members of histori¬
cally oppressed groups, strongly con¬
demns such behavior and commits it¬
self as a body to continuing efforts to
understand and eradicate it.
Today is March 10. Five weeks
have passed since the adoption of this
resolution. Both student documents

citizens firmly committed to protec¬
tion of the environment.
Maine's Washington delegation:
Senator William S. Cohen
322 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Tel: 202-224-2523
Senator Olympia Snowe
176 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Tel: 202-224-5344
Representative James Longley, Jr.
226 Cannon Building
Washington, DC 20515
Tel: 202-225-6116
Representative John Baldacci
1740 Longsworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Tel: 202-225-6306

proposed multiple modes of action
in order to actualize the faculty
resolution. We have yet to hear of
continuing faculty commitment
The lack of faculty response to
student concerns is negligent. As a
legislative body of the college, you
have circumvented your responsi¬
bilities. We are not invisible, don't
ignore us. Silence is an act; it is a
political statement So treat us as
equal members of the community
and respond.
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Multi-national corporations:
breaking the backs of local economies
BY LOREN HAYES_

mies and the environment. I think the
fuel was first lit when an article con¬
cerning Walmart (the United States'
own mini-version of a MNC) was
published in "The Bates Student". It
was revealed that Walmart ruins the
local economies of towns in which it
becomes established by driving away
local industry. Imagine this effect
magnified by ten as industry moves
into nations like Mexico.

!Zapatista-!Viva la Revolution!
Kenny Hockert must be commended
for his article concerning the indig¬
enous people of Mexico. Indeed, the
United States has shown great inter¬
est in the faltering economy in
Mexico. The United States has be¬
come very active in the Mexican
economy because of the economic in¬
terests that lie in that country. Unfor¬
MNCs establish themselves in
tunately, as Kenny noted, the indig¬
transitional countries (developing
enous people of Mexico will be at the
countries for those who still adhere to
short end of economic support from
western terms for growth). They bring
the United States. Indeed, no eco¬
industry to a transitional country, cre¬
nomic interest lies in the indigenous
ating the myth that progress is occur¬
people of Mexico because they are in,
ring. However, in reality, MNCs only
general, poor. The United States sees
serve to bring
no reason to help
down the economy
these people im¬
of local peoples.
prove their eco¬
the local people gain little
These mega-indus¬
nomic status be¬
cause they have benefit from these companies tries locate in tran¬
nations
zero value in the that theoretically ’stimulate1 sitional
such as Puerto
overall economic
the economy
Rico, The Domini¬
plan of our coun¬
can
Republic,
try.
Mexico, etc. be¬
I
commend
cause they are able to manipulate the
Kenny for his call for support of in¬
low cost of employment in these na¬
digenous people; they too are often
tions. In 'developing' nations, execu¬
the scapegoats of governmental
tives are able to hire local people for
policy. I have no doubt that the PRI
low wages (wages at which we would
will do its best to avoid giving aid to
never work). As a result, local indus¬
the local peoples of Mexico. I would
try is often ruined as more people get
be inclined to bet that the majority of
sucked into the working force created
the money will go to large industry,
particularly industry that is influ¬
by these industries.
enced by American interests.
Sadly, these jobs only provide just
This brings me to my point con¬
enough money for survival. There is
cerning multinational corporations
no hope for advancement for the local
(MNCs). In addition to demanding
people because the jobs require little
that the United States allocate money
skill and provide no future for promo¬
for the indigenous people of Mexico,
tion. Working conditions are often
I would encourage United States citi¬
poor, subjecting local people to a dan¬
zens to voice their discontent with
gerous environment. Job security is
multinational corporations.
often insecure with little hope of
My angst against MNCs began
changing the poor conditions. Many
when I realized the impact that these
local people refuse to challenge the
mega-businesses have on local econo¬
executives of these industries because

unions are nonexistent or weak. Expendability is also an issue because
countries have become dependent on
MNCs. Many people who would be
willing to work in the factories wait on
job openings, creating a system where
workers are suppressed by the ruth¬
less authority of these MNCs.
These large industries are most
successful at driving away local com¬
petitors by selling their goods at low
prices. Yet, even with a great profit,
most of the money never reaches the
local people. Revenue supports only
the foreign businessmen who own the
industry, while the government re¬
ceives very little money. As a result,
the local people gain little benefit from
these companies that theoretically
'stimulate' the economy.
Another reason that MNCs in¬
vade transitional nations is that they
are capable of operating under envi¬
ronmental laws that pale in compari¬
son to those established in the United
States. Dependent nations cannot stop
these industrial giants from manipu¬
lating their country because MNCs of¬
ten threaten to leave pending the end
of lease agreements. The governments
cannot afford to lose the main back¬
bone of their dependent economy.
With the establishment of
NAFTA, more industry will go to
Mexico. This industry will leave na¬
tions such as the Dominican Republic
because previous tariff regulations
will have been made nonexistent. Not
only will the Dominican people lose
the industry upon which they have
become dependent, but the Mexicans
will also be subjected to further sup¬
pression by MNCs.
The indigenous people of Mexico
will not be at the top of the list of pri¬
orities concerning American interests
when NAFTA (and GATT) becomes a
full-fledged reality. The multi-na¬
tional corporations that the United
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THAT SOUNDS
PRETTY
SERIOUS.

T

I'M JUST SICK OF ALL THE
STUPID LITTLE GAMES A
PERSON HAS TO PLAY IN
ORDER TO WOO A MATE.
IT'S MORE TROUBLE THAN IT'S
WORTH.

AND FURTHERMORE, I DON'T
WANT TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR
HAPPY LITTLE RELATIONSHIP
WITH LINDA EVER AGAIN. AS
FAR AS I'M CONCERNED, LOVE
EXISTS FOR NO ONE.'

States government supports will un¬
doubtedly become the driving force in
the Mexican economy. This will only
create a system of further dependence
in Mexico as the poor become poorer
and the few multi-national investors
become richer.
Unfortunately, one of the biggest
supporters of the MNCs are the
American people (yes, you and me in¬
cluded). Take a look at our society. We
support businesses such as Walmart
in our own country when we know
damn well that these businesses do
little to support our local economies.
People shop at Walmart because the
corporation has established low prices
that drive out the competitors. By sup¬
porting Walmart, the American
people have helped create a system
where local economies are nearly ob¬
solete and we have become
dependant on big business.
In addition to challenging our
government on the issue of support to
Mexico, I suggest that we all support
our local economies rather than be¬
coming sucked into the mega-indus¬
trial world that rips off our communi¬
ties. Instead of going to Walmart to
buy a couch, support a small business
in town. Spend a little money know¬
ing that money is being reintroduced
into the community.
Finally, we can all challenge
multi-national corporations in other
nations by learning about which busi¬
nesses are the major culprits. We can
support local industries that do not
relocate in foreign nations. We can
boycott industries that create depen¬
dent situations in foreign nations by
manipulating the local peoples. As a
matter of fact, it is our job to do so. For
too long we have been the primary
supporters of MNCs that manipulate
local economies. Finally, we can do
something without having to expend
much energy: support local, buy local.

Forum
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Next on the Republican chopping block
BY SARAH GUNN_

A recent Congressional proposal
would, in the name of budget reduc¬
tion and tax cuts, eliminate some $12.9
billion from student loan programs.
By choosing to fund upper-class kickbacks with slashes in educational sub¬
sidies, our Congressional representa¬
tives have made a Faustian pact; in
exchange for quick cash and easy
votes, they are willing to increase
costs for students, even to the point of
shunting students of low income out
of the process entirely.
This Republican proposal, which
was approved last week by the House
Appropriations Committee, would re¬
move subsidies from the Stafford
Loan program, and would eliminate
several federal loan programs, the
Work Study program, and the Supple¬
mental Educational Opportunity
Grants for low-income students. The
proposal is scheduled for a vote on the
House floor within a few days.
The measure stands a fair chance
of passing. Vice President for Admin¬
istrative Services William Hiss ex¬
plained that in the House "the Repub¬
licans have a substantial majority. It
should pass. In the Senate, the vote
should be closer — similar to the Bal¬
anced Budget vote earlier this month."
These programs could easily fall vic¬
tim to our ever-increasing zeal for
budget cuts. Although President
Clinton has vowed to veto the bill, it is
unclear as to whether or not propo¬
nents of the cuts have the two-thirds
majority for the veto's overturn. Even
if these specific cuts fail, they could
sound the death-knell for Clinton's
plans to increase student aid, and set a
dangerous precedent for future bud¬
getary plans. The Republican plan has
been debated seriously, and has even
been hailed as revolutionary by some.
It stands as a brief glimpse into a pos¬
sible not-too-distant future of budgets
benefiting the rich at the expense of
the powerless.
Under the Stafford Loan program,
recipients don't pay interest on their
loans until after graduation. The Re¬
publican proposal would eliminate
these subsidies, requiring students to
pay interest while still in school.
"The program won't effect tuition
directly," Hiss explained. "The direct
effect is on you — the students. What
will happen is, if the subsidy is
dropped, students will have to pay the
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LENDER COPY

interest right away, or will pay the
principle throughout your college ca¬
reer. That should add about 20% as a
rough figure; if you were to owe
$20,000 after four years, you'd pay
about $4,000 in interest. And that's
just for undergrads. Two-thirds of
Bates students go on to graduate
schools."
The Stafford loan is not the only
item on the GOP's chopping block.
There is also a move underway to
eliminate Federal Workstudy, educa¬
tional grants, and programs like Out¬
ward Bound, which bring educational
opportunities and grants to low-income students.
If enacted, the cuts could have a
far-reaching effect on the 4.5 million
students currently on financial aid.
According to Education Department
statistics, two-thirds of students re¬
ceiving aid belong to families making
under $30,000 per year. The facts are
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clear: in this age of skyrocketing tu¬
ition costs, many will fall through the
cracks, and either drop out of college,
or not enter college at all. When asked
if these cuts could effect student en¬
rollment, Hiss said, "There are several
spins: all of them bad." He continued,
"Low- to medium- income students
will find it hard to choose schools like
Bates."
"The real danger, though," he
continued, "will be for public educa¬
tion. Places like Bates have options:
we could cut services and payroll, or
increase endowment. They are
draconian choices — but at least we
have the choice. Public universities
don't have the resources. They will
lose the funds, and will lose enroll¬
ment and services." The universities
would be forced to either raise tuition
(at the risk of losing students) or limit
services. He cited the University of
California as a victim of excessive
budgetary cuts. "At UCal, most stu¬

dents graduate in five or six years...
because they simply can't get into re¬
quired courses." Because of funding
shortages, the University began to
limit class sizes and courses- at the ex¬
pense of quality and student need. "Of
course, students are forced to pay the
extra years' tuition also."
This situation could occur in
Maine. Hiss explained that, in the
UMaine system, two-thirds of all stu¬
dents receive financial aid, as opposed
to 55% at Bates. If federal loans dry
up,"students won't be able to afford a
college education... the effects would
be horrendous."
For students who don't plan to go
to a 4-year college, the future seems
even bleaker. According to Hiss,
"Many may choose to not enter col¬
lege at all, and will enter the
workforce without skills" — or the
prospect of a better life.
Because, under the Republican's
plan, remedial students are excluded
from Pell grant monies, 45% of com¬
munity college students will be
stripped of aid. Because of this exclu¬
sion, students — 24% of whom belong
to minority groups — will be shut out
of the educational process. Federal
grants are often the only means for
students to obtain funds needed to
gain valuable vocational and educa¬
tional training. Historically, commu¬
nity colleges were created as starting
blocks to a better life. They were
meant to be accessible to all members
of the community. The Republican
plan would reverse this philosophy,
and would exclude the people most
meant to benefit from the institutions.
These cuts were proposed in an
attempt to balance the budget, but, by
removing academic and vocational
opportunities from students, the plan
is doomed to fail. The subsidies and
financial aid cuts could never offset
the cuts to capital gains and income
taxes proposed by GOP leaders. They
may, however, have a much higher
reaching effect. If these cuts, and oth¬
ers like them, are implemented, they
significantly disadvantage the already
disadvantaged. Cuts to student loans
and grants, like reductions to welfare,
environmental measures, and job
training programs, do not directly af¬
fect those in power. If enacted, this
program will force an ever-growing
number of students into an all-too
common dilemma: rack up decades
worth of debt, or forgo their education
entirely. It is the silent who will suffer.
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Mainstage
mystery explodes
with surprises
By David Kociemba
Arts Editor

Ordinarily, attending a drawing¬
room drama by an Italian playwright
concerning the subjectivity of truth
would not be prime Friday night fare
in our culture. Professor Marty
Andrucki not only proves this culture
wrong by producing a sprightly,
knowing play, but also critiques the
very society that holds such a belief.
Written by the inestimable Luigi
Pirandello, "Right You Are, If You
Think You Are" examines whether
objective truth can be known, or if hu¬
manity is hopelessly at sea in the
quest for concrete knowledge. This
solid epistemic question is examined
when Signor Ponza, bringing his wife
and his mother-in-law, comes to a
192(7 s provincial Italian town to fill an
important government post. Ponza,
however, leases an apartment in a
dirty tenement for himself and his
wife, while renting an imminently re¬
spectable apartment for his motherin-law, Signora Frola. He then refuses
to permit Signora Frola to see her
daughter, and places his wife in abso¬
lute seclusion. The characters of the
play, and the audience as well, franti¬
cally try to puzzle out Ponza's moti¬
vation for these actions and the nature
of his relationship with his wife and
Signora Frola.
Andrucki's provincials stick their
noses enthusiastically into Ponza's
private life - essentially the role of an
audience observing the characters of a
play. We are just as eager as they are
to discover the truth hidden by Ponza
and Signora Frola. Andrucki under¬
stands this connection, and expands it
by allowing his actors to be aware of
the audience sitting in Shaeffer The¬
atre through staging and spoken
asides. Theatricality serves to enliven
what could have been a dry philo¬
sophical theme, as well as to drive the
message home. This is not an evening
where one leaves the theater merely
pondering philosophical dilemmas;
one exits laughing too.
With this connection, Andrucki
has conveyed a deeper perception

about society. For, the characters who
make up Pirandello's chorus, his
onstage audience, are a nosy, ignorant
lot. These limited yet lovable creatures
are us, and they hurt others not only
through simple gossipy curiosity but
also through their sincere desire to
help. We are not only a society that
slows down when passing traffic acci¬
dents but also a people who, in com¬
passion, must meddle in the affairs of
others. For Pirandello, both tendencies
are equally tragic.
This theatricality extends to the
casting as well. Chris Mannal '95 pre¬
sents his senior thesis performance
here as Signora Frola and is by far the
most fascinating character on stage.
Mannal accurately imparts the pres¬
sure this old woman faces from her
fellow townspeople through his man¬
ner, expression, and, at times, voice. It
is a consistent delight when Andrucki
thrusts Mannal into the spotlight.
Robin Gibbs '97 is startling as Si¬
gnora Ponza. Entering in the final mo¬
ments, she commands the stage like a
queen with her slow, stately walk. She
carries herself as one beyond pain. Al¬
though a character explicitly beyond
realism, she raises interesting ques¬
tions that ultimately remain unan¬
swered. Has Andrucki commented on
society's lack of acceptance of mixed
couples, even while Jay Pringle's
strong Governor speaks to tolerance?
Mannal's cross-casting raises similar
questions concerning societal defini¬
tions of sexuality. In the spirit of
Pirandello, Andrucki has left these an¬
swers to the individual.
Peter Murray '95 lounges with the
best of them as Laudisi, the play's phi¬
losopher. Through Laudisi, Pirandello
takes up the cause of a coherentist
theory of truth. Although that theory
has been thoroughly discredited since
1922, Murray is convincing as the
bathrobe philosopher, putting for¬
ward the claims with an ironic wit.
Placed above and beyond the action,
Murray's Laudisi never becomes a
message.
Jim Cherry '95 presents another
solid performance, this time as Ponza,
"the monster." Greg Stoddard '98, as
Sirelli, looks astonishingly like a

A drawing-room doesn't have to be stuffy, as Alice Reagan ‘97 (pictured
here) and Prof. Marty Andrucki know. Meg Hopper ‘96, among others pictured above, gossip at Reagan’s shocking behavior. Barney Beal photo.
young Marty Andrucki. Any suspi¬
cions of nepotism, however, can be al¬
layed by his professional portrayal of
the pompous buffoon. Greg Qaiyum
'98 provides a fine contrast to
Stoddard, although his vocal range is
somewhat limited here.
Underutilized yet again, Alissa
Stangle's '96 talent shines through, as
she creates a living character out of
her paper-thin part as Signora Nenni.
Within moments on the stage, one in¬
stantly understands Nenni, and how
she looks at life. Her comic character
sticks out from a crowd of them.
Maria DiPietro '97 similarly shines as
Signora Cini. Her eager curiosity is
honest and compelling. These two
lead a generally strong comic cast: the
sultry Alice Reagan '96; the animated
Meg Hopper '96; an energetically the¬
atrical Lee Susen '96; an icy Krista
Crabtree '95; as well as Susanne Bines

'98, Keri Fox '98 and Kate Perry '98.
Amy Trumpetter's lighting de¬
sign warms her superbly rendered,
upper class drawing-room in artificial
sunlight. This sunlight, however,
sometimes serves to place her actors
in shadows, evoking a fundamental
dilemma for lighting designers in this
type of play. Audiences desire realism
in all aspects of staging, yet they also
wish the actor's face to be the brightest
image on stage. The costumes are me¬
ticulously accurate and fitting, prov¬
ing that costuming will continue to be
a strength of the Bates theater depart¬
ment so long as she is in charge of the
costume shop.
"Right You Are, If You Think You
Are" illustrates the best of the possible
in Maine college theater - fine student
acting, sumptuous sets and costumes,
and professional directing.
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Pran relates anguished survival from the killing fields
By Michelle Wong
Copy Editor

"First of all, I would like to say
that I am not a hero," began Cambo¬
dian holocaust survivor Dith Pran,
"nor am I a politician. I was there dur¬
ing the time when the Khmer Rouge—
the Cambodian Communists— took
over in 1975 to the end of 1978." Pran,
a journalist who survived the killing
fields and the destruction of his home¬
land and his people, related his an¬
guished survival story to a packed
crowd in the Benjamin E. Mays Cen¬
ter. Last Wednesday night's lecture,
sponsored by Sangai Asia, is one part
of a series observing Asian Awareness
Month.
"The Cambodian people have
struggled for peace and have suffered
through war for the past twenty-five
years," Pran continued. Cambodia's
ancient monarchy became a republic
in 1970. The French colonized Cambo¬
dia for ninety years, until 1953.
Cambodia's tourism industry flour¬
ished throughout these peaceful
times. A radical faction within Cam¬
bodia entered the government in 1975;
the Khmer Rouge "overthrew the gov¬
ernment and changed life forever,"
said Pran. At this point, there was no
way for Pran to escape.
Pran's story is one of complete ter¬
ror, pain and genocide. Pol Pot, leader
of the Khmer Rouge, forced Pran and
his fellow citizens out of their homes
located in the city of Phnom Penh and
into the countryside, in the direction
of the killing fields. There, they slaved
for the party by performing tasks such
as cultivating rice, catching fish or cut¬
ting timber.
The rice fields, where so many
people worked, were under the con¬
stant threat of lead mines. Groups of
teenagers, trained by the ruling party,
patrolled the workers' areas, incrimi¬
nating and punishing the laborers by
torturing or killing them.
The Khmer Rouge debased every¬
one, forcing the citizens to all look the
same, allowing no separate identities.
The Khmer Rouge distributed identi¬
cal black pajamas to all of the manual
laborers to wear. Everyone was
forced to work without shoes.

Workers were fed only watery
closely on covering the war years be¬
were lost and tortured, taken away
rice soup twice a day; people were
fore. They are not as close as they were
from families, never to be seen again.
starving, but were nonetheless forced
almost two decades ago, explains
Members of Pran's family suffered
to continue working on a substandard
Pran of their relationship, but "we still
and died like this, but he, like other
diet. Sometimes people would enrich
love each other; he is my brother."
Cambodians, "could show no emo¬
their diet by eating vermin or liz¬
Currently, Pran continues to tell
tion: pain means you're a traitor." In
ards—anything just to survive. The al¬
his story to audiences who are inter¬
this way, the Khmer Rouge essentially
ternative was death.
ested in learning about what hap¬
attempted to annihilate all of the Cam¬
Pran admits to losing some
pened. He explains the events, but
bodians' sense of humanity.
records
of
Life contin¬
does not have an explanation about
what
hap¬
why they occurred. He does not know
ued like this un¬
"The wounds and pain
pened, and
til January of
why or how the mass genocide, the
cites
slaughtering of his people, occurred.
1979, when Cam¬
will never leave me.
malnourishmcrt
bodian Commu¬
He wants his story to effect people
Hopefully the people of
of his brain
throughout time, in order to prevent
nists and Viet¬
the world will learn and
this memory of destruction from be¬
and body as
namese troops
the reason.
ing erased.
overthrew the
raise their voices for jus¬
However,
Khmer
Rouge
"The wounds and pain will never
tice."
leave me," commented Pran. "Hope¬
what he does
government and
-Dith Pran
remember
gained control of
fully the people of the world will learn
and raise their voices for justice."
are the atroci¬
most of Cambo¬
ties that were too explicit and sicken¬
dia. Cambodian labor camp workers
"My story represents those mil¬
ing to include in the film. These im¬
lions of people who cannot speak
fled from their stations by the mil¬
ages haunt him in nightmares to this
about the Holocaust. I hope we can
lions. Pran, in October 1979, fearing
day.
stop the next one...the mass killing.
for his life, permanently escaped the
"I was saved because I worked
People really suffer tremendously. If
killing fields during monsoon season
hard and continued praying and pre¬
by entering Thailand. Soon thereafter,
people and superpowers don't help us
tending to be stupid," explained Pran.
prevent this type of killing, then de¬
he met his wife and children (who had
"I kept my mouth shut [so that the
fense against it cannot become
escaped Cambodia before the Khmer
Khmer Rouge would not know I was
strong," Pran appealed. Whatever the
Rouge invasion) in the United States.
intelligent, a former journalist] and
case, the killing fields, like all other
Since his arrival in the U.S., Pran
pretended to support the party."
holocausts and tragedies, will never
has been working as a photographer
"The Khmer Rouge destroyed ev¬
be obliterated from memory. In differ¬
for the New York Times. He has been
erything that was beautiful," Pran
reunited with fellow journalist and
ent ways, man's inhumanity to man
elaborated. "There was no way out.
has touched us all.
former Times correspondent Sydney
The time was turned back to the year
Schanberg, with whom he worked
zero, and all institutions were abol¬
ished—schools, religion, banks, fam¬
ily. They wanted everyone to look
ugly. Workers were segregated; kids
by age, and men and women. They
worked separately."
The regime also attempted to
abolish love and trust between hus¬
bands and wives, children and adults.
No one was safe from the the regime's
wrath. Everyone was susceptible to
being beaten, tortured or led away
and murdered. People had hoped ini¬
tially that life would get better when
the regime had first taken over; they
soon learned that they were wrong,
and that their war-tom homeland was
far from returning to its antebellum
state.
"People were physically abused
during the day, and brainwashed dur¬
ing the night," explained Pran. People
Dith Pran shares the extraordinary story of his experiences in war-torn
Cambodia at the Benjamin E. Mays Center on March 15. Barney Beal photo.

On the rise, Live sports energetic edge at Bowdoin
By Dave Coggins
Student Correspondent

The guitar buzz from Live's first
song began before the band was even
on stage. After performing the first
few verses of "The Dam at Otter
Creek" in the dark, the lights flashed
on, bathing the gym — packed with
teenagers moving in unison — in a va¬
porous green light, remarkably like
the "Smells Like Teen-Spirit" video.
Live, like Nirvana, mixes melodic
riffs, with sudden changes to swirling
guitars and intense, gritty vocals. Live
strays from Nirvana's style, however,
in drawing their music less from per¬
sonal angst and depression, focusing
instead on the broader struggles of
middle class life, and the friction con¬
fronting change.
Drawing mostly from their last

album, Live played an intelligent,
highly charged set to a delighted
crowd at Bowdoin's Morrell Gym.
Since performing at Bates in October
1993, Live has released "Throwing
Copper" (Radioactive Records), their
successful sophomore album, and
performed their new work on an ex¬
tended tour which has taken them
through the United States and Eu¬
rope. Yet, it may be hard for anything
to overshadow the immense accom¬
plishment of having their single,
"Pain Lies on the Riverside", appear
in the premiere episode of Melrose
Place.
More serious than Heather
Locklear, Live performs with a strong
sense of maturity without losing their
compelling energetic edge. Refusing
to play exclusively mosh-friendly an¬
thems, Live displayed wonderful

variation throughout the concert. Be¬
tween heavier tracks like "I Alone",
Live delivered the slower "Pillars of
Davidson", and "Lightning Crashes",
which rose from soft guitars, intently
building to towering crescendos.
The work of guitarist Chad Taylor
remained precise during the bluesy
"Tired of Me", and raised to a level of
controlled fury during "Iris". Drum¬
mer Chad Gracey kept the feverish
pace, establishing an intensity which
propelled the band throughout the
concert.
Lead singer Edward Kowalezyk,
sporting a goatee and closely shaved
head, demanded attention with vocals
which ranged from soothing to har¬
rowing. During "White, Discussion",
Kowalezyk, full of frustration, raged,
"Look where all this talking's got us,
baby." More sympathetic in "Wait¬

ress", a song about more than tipping
a
rude
server,
he insisted,
"Everybody's good enough for some
change."
Despite the appealing blues influ¬
ence on slower work, Live is at their
best when running on all cylinders.
During "Shit Towne", they achieved a
sound that was both refined in its
melody but decidedly raw in power.
The brooding vocals and vigorous
bass line of "Pain Lies on the River¬
side", offers the atmosphere of an ap¬
proaching storm.
Near the end of the concert
Kowalezyk explained that "Lightning
Crashes", originally written about life
and death, now seemed more about
rising and falling. With their instru¬
ments still echoing as Live left the
stage, it was hard to deny that this
band is very much on the rise.
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The end of the world happens at the end of every century
Though m title repulses for cuch£ reasons, "Generation

ans/Asians/Africans/etc.-are-so-much-more-spiritual-blah-

to be wife-beaters/killers. America’s most wholesome father

X” never claims to be any kind of almanac for slacker; it’s no

blah’ laments. These twentysomethings uve, inescapably, in

figure,

Xer handbook.

This is a novel about three characters who

America, and embrace its refuse: retro clothing and parapher¬

ences THE SYPHILITIC DECADENTS. WHERE ONCE THERE MIGHT HAVE

exhibit biting but wonderful wit and who haven’t found a

nalia, low quality consumer products, whatever. Eat your par¬

BEEN REUGION OR WISDOM, THERE IS NOW FORREST GUMP - "STU¬

NICHE IN THE WORLD. OBVIOUSLY, THIS ISN’T A CULTURAL ITEM FOR

ents, THEY SAY, AND THEY TRY TO, IRONICALLY, BY ATTEMPTING TO

PID IS AS STUPID DOES,” BABY. MlCHAEL STIPE SINGS TO THE MASSES,

ALL TO RELATE TO, BUT THERE ARE ELEMENTS THAT I FIND TOUCHING;

SIMULATE THEIR PARENTS’ IN THEIR COLLECTIVE PRIME, IN A BEEHIVE

"It’s the end of the world as we know it, and I feel fine,”

I

THEY

AND PERHAPS SOME VINYL PANTS. THEY ARE KEENLY AWARE OF THE

BUT NO one’s FEELING FINE. My God, THE MAN LOST ALL HIS HAIR,

SPEAK STRAIGHT TO ME. THESE

decay of Western culture, or that its decadence is nothing

AND RUMORS OF HIM HAVING

new. In fact, these characters resemble, in their situation and

AIDS

STYLE OF EXPRESSION, TURN OF THE CENTURY FIGURES SUCH AS OSCAR

STARS FALL FROM THE SKY, AND

Wilde (there’s

IT SEEMS AS THOUGH THE SKY

can’t

DENY

THAT

YOUNG PEOPLE (iN THEIR LATE

20’s),

WHO FEEL THAT THEY

SHOULD BE BETTER OFF THAN
THEY ARE, HAVE FLED TO THE
DESERT AS A

FINAL ESCAPE

FROM A COMPLICATED EXIST¬
ENCE

AMONG

PEOPLE

THAT

THEY CAN’T RELATE TO OR UN¬
DERSTAND. They are

McJob: A low-pay,
low-prestige, lowdignity, low-benefit,
no-future job in the
service sector. Fre¬
quently considered
satisfying by people
who have never held
one.

Baudelaire.

even

a Wilde

reference),

Rimbaud,

and

They see the end of the century, touted by many

Brady, died recently of

MAY COME CRASHING

DOWN, BRINGING US TO OUR

ing SYPHILIS AS WAS THE RAGE ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO, RETIRE TO

KNEES.
What

THE BIRTHPLACE OF THE ATOMIC BOMB, WAITING, FOR WHAT IT’S
WORTH, FOR THE SHIT TO COME DOWN.

In

THEIR WORLD, THESE

X”

AIDS, which again refer¬

won’t go away. Our

AS PORTENDING the end of the world, and, rather than contract¬

1990$, ART IS NO LONGER A SHELTER. THE ARTIST HAS BECOME A MASS-

cre¬

ITSELF

Mr.

SEEMS

Black holes: An X
generation subgroup
best known for their
possession of almost
entirely black ward¬
robes.

“Generation
TO

BE

SAYING,

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IS THAT THINGS NOT ONLY FALL APART, BUT

ative, BUT HAVE BEEN PUN¬

MARKETER WHO SELLS TO MILLIONS OF OTHERS, INSTEAD OF TO HER¬

HAVE FALLEN APART, AND THAT ONE SHOULD BE COOL WITH THAT, TO

ISHED FOR THEIR CREATIVE MINDS BY OPPRESSIVE, DEAD END JOBS

SELF. Being an artist isn’t a

AN EXTENT. If THE YOUTH OF AMERICA, WHO HAVE RECEIVED, AGAINST

(McJobs as they call them). There is no outlet for their frus¬

JOB ANYMORE - IT’S A JOKE.

THEIR WILL, THIS SHELL OF THEIR PARENTS’ WORLD, CAN BRACE THEM¬

trations EXCEPT FOR THE DEPRESSIVE, APOCALYPTIC TALES THAT THEY

The world appears, in

TELL, AND NO ESCAPE AT ALL FROM THEIR BOREDOM, POIGNANTLY

FACT, TO BE DISINTEGRATING,

American.

IF ONE LOOKS AROUND AND DE¬

Perhaps that’s what makes the book so captivating: it is

SCRIBES THE SCENERY. MUCH-

UNDENIABLY AMERICAN, WITHOUT ANY SORT OF 'OH-THOSE-EUROPE-

LOVED PUBLIC ICONS TURN OUT

Mental ground zero:
The location where one
visualizes oneself dur¬
ing the dropping of the
atom bomb; frequently,
a shopping mall.

SELVES BY TURNING THEIR BACKS ON THE FUTURE, BY BOYCOTTING
WHATEVER ASSIGNED ROLES THEY HAD BEEN GIVEN (APPARENTLY TO
CARRY ON RUNNING THE WORLD INTO THE GROUND), THE GREAT,
IRONIC ENDING TO WHATEVER UNHOLY SAGA THIS HAS BEEN WON’T
SEEM THAT BAD.
-

LITTLE JOYS

Josh Valley
OF

LIFE WILL

TELL A SPECIAL STORY THAT
WILL CHAMPION THE INDI¬
VIDUAL. They are deeper
that way. They think that
WITHOUT CHOICE, WITHOUT
COMMITMENT, ONE CAN AL¬
WAYS SAY, “I COULD HAVE
DONE THAT AND I HAD THE
POTENTIAL TO BE A GREAT
person.” This is rational¬
ization

AND

IT

DOESN’T

WORK.
Either

In the margin

DO YOU

U

KNOW ANY EARTH TONES (A YOUTHFUL SUBGROUP OF

Don’t give up

GEN X

IS THE CHOICE. BUT THE MIDDLE GROUND THAT COUPLAND’S CHARAC¬

CAN YOU “EAT YOUR PARENTS” AND AT THE SAME TIME NOT EAT YOUR¬
Douglas Coupland is a good writer.

He

has a new style

ANO GOOD STEREO EQUIPMENT, EARNEST; FREQUENTLY LACKING M HUMOR)

X GENERATION SUB¬

GROUP THAT BELIEVES THE MYTH OF A YUPPIE UFE-STYLE WILL BE BOTH SAT¬
ISFYING AND VIABLE.

Do

ANY OF YOUR FRIENDS HERE PRACTICE CAFE

THAT CAN BE DEEMED DIFFERENT AND SOMEWHAT INSPIRING FOR THOSE
OF US SEEKING AN ALTERNATIVE TO ‘GREAT BOOKS* AND THE FORMI¬
DABLE "Ivanhoe”.

It’s in that middle ground sughtly above a

MINIMALISM, I.E. ESPOUSING A PHILOSOPHY OF MINIMALISM WITHOUT ACTU-

Grisham, and it’s even timely because it supposedly applies to

AUY PUTTING INTO PRACTICE ANY Of ITS TENETS? I KNOW SEVERAL BLACK

THE TWENTYSOMETHING WORKFORCE THAT I WILL SOON JOIN WITH RES¬

HOLES AMONG THE THEATER MAJORS HERE. THEY REPRESENT AN

X

GENERA¬

TION SUBGROUP BEST KNOWN FOR THEM POSSESSION OF ALMOST ENTIRELY
BLACK WARDROBES.

ERVATION. “Generation

X” is even worth

reading; it just struck

A BAD CHORD IN ME BECAUSE IT REMINDED ME OF SO MANY PEOPLE I
know. People I know here. Including myself.

I THINK THAT THIS BOOK CAN BE READ AS A MANIFESTO FOR GENERA¬
After reading “Generation
NOT

X”, at least I

know what

I am

GOING TO DO WITH MY LIFE. I AM NOT GOING TO QUIT AND BE¬

SION. Don’t you find that the mentality that “things were better back
COME BITTER AND APATHETIC ABOUT MY INSIGNIFICANCE IN THIS WORLD
WHEN ...” IS USED TO MARGINALIZE, EVEN WHEN IT’S SIMPLY, “Back WHEN

TO FIGHT “THE SYSTEM*’. THIS PHILOSOPHICAL

By reflecting upon the ab¬

UMBO THAT THE CHARACTERS IN COUPLAND’S NOVEL

GAPS THEY EXPOSE THROUGH
THEIR

POST-STRUCTURALIST

CRITIQUE OF THE POP CUL¬
TURE. That quest has never
BEEN WITHOUT VALUE. AND I
think Oscar Wilde would
AGREE WITH
Kociemba

ME. - DAVID

NOSTALGIA
IS
A
WEAPON

occupy sucks. Out loud. They are giving up on
ufe; on love; on purpose. Instead of continu¬
ing THEIR LIFE-LONG SEARCH FOR INNER MEANING,
THEY ARE WITHDRAWING INTO A COCOON OF MEMO¬
RIES WITHOUT REALLY LOOKING AT THEIR SOUL AND
TRYING TO FIND AN ANSWER.

To ANYTHING.

INNER

CONFLICT CAN BE SIMPLE. PlCK UP A COPY OF
“Crime and Punishment”. Raskolnikov had it
MADE BECAUSE HE JUST COULDN’T THINK OF ANY¬
THING ELSE BUT HIS INNER CONFLICT. CONFUCT CAN
ALSO BE COMPLEX. CONFLICT DEMANDS RESOLU¬

HlS

CHARACTERS ATTEMPT

TO REJECT MATERIALISM WHILE AT THE SAME TIME EMBRACE HEAVILY
COMMERCIAUZED RETROACTIVITY. THEY PURCHASE LOW-GRADE GOODS
BECAUSE THEY ARE “COOL”, DRESS LIKE PAST GENERATIONS TO “GAIN
perspective”. Give me a break. They are buying into the system
THAT THEY ARE SO AFRAID OF WITHOUT EVEN REALIZING IT.

SO THE NEXT TIME SOME APATHETIC, TWENTYSOMETHING PSEUDO¬
LESS AND THAT ALL HE WANTS IN LIFE IS TO BE HAPPY, GIVE HIM A FEW
THINGS TO THINK ABOUT AND TELL HIM,

“Do

SOMETHING ABOUT IT

then. Change the system. Change yourself. But don’t wallow

TO THE POINT WHERE I WITHDRAW MYSELF FROM

QUEST FOR SELF-DEFINITION.

THEY FIND THEMSELVES IN THE

ONE OF HIS CHARACTERS, BUT HE REALLY IS.

IN YOUR SELF-PITY AND FOOL YOURSELF THAT YOU ARE

“THE SYSTEM” WHILE AT THE SAME TIME REFUSING

TERS. Rather, they are in a

surdity SURROUNDING THEM,

SELF? Coupland may cry “I am not a target market” through

INTELLECTUAL TELLS YOU THAT HE THINKS THE JOB MARKET IS HOPE¬

TIONAL WAR, ADDING AGE TO RACE, CLASS, AND GENDER AS MEANS OF OPPRES¬

I WAS A FRESHMAN ....” I DON’T FIND COUPLAND’S CHARACTERS TO BE QUIT¬

within

TERS SUGGEST IS MERELY A UMBO THAT WILL LEAD TO MADNESS. HOW

A

INTERESTED M VEGETARIANISM, TK-OTED OUTFITS, MILD RECREATIONAL DRUGS,

HERE? YOU MUST KNOW A FEW YUPPIE WANNABE’S, AN

work

THE BOUNDARIES OF ESTABUSHED CIVILIZATION OR OUTSIDE THEM. THIS

GREATER THAN THE WORLD OR OTHERS WITHIN THAT

Mid-Twenties Break¬
down: A period of
mental collapse occur¬
ring in one's twenties,
often caused by an in¬
ability to function out¬
side of school or struc¬
tured environments
coupled with a realiza¬
tion of one's essential
aloneness in the world.
Often marks induction
into the ritual of phar¬
maceutical useage.

TION, NOT EMOTIONAL CONSTRUCTION AND PROJEC¬
TION UPON OTHERS AND A WORLD THAT ONE IS
AFRAID OF AND THEREFORE INSTINCTIVELY EXPRESSES INDIFFERENCE TO¬
WARDS.

WORLD. YOU AREN’T. YOU NEVER WILL BE. APATHY
is poison. Find something to care about. Some
PEOPLE NEVER DO, BUT THAT DOESN’T MEAN THEY
STOP TRYING. AND THEY GARNER THEIR MEMORIES
ALONG THE WAY INSTEAD OF STRIP-MINING VIDEO¬
SHOTS OF THE NATURAL WORLD. YOU CAN’T SAY THAT
TODAY YOU ARE GOING TO ENJOY A SUNSET AND RE¬
MEMBER IT FOREVER AND HOPE IT WILL MAKE YOU
DEEPER. IT WON’T. YOU CAN’T THRUST PURPOSE
UPON YOURSELF. YOU NEED TO FIND IT. ”
Live with the system or fight the system.

You

don’t HAVE TO MAKE THAT CHOICE TODAY, BUT

BE AWARE THAT BY QUESTIONING YOU ARE MERELY
SCRATCHING THE SURFACE OF GREATER QUESTIONS
THAT CAN BE BETTER DEALT WITH THROUGH ACTION.

Coupland’s characters merely wallow on this choice too long,
UNTIL THEY JUST DON’T CARE ANYMORE AND CYNICALLY PICK APART THE

With “witty” perspective and “alternative” voice, these

WORLD THEY LIVE IN AND THEMSELVES. THAT’S NOT FOR ME. I DON’T

THREE CHARACTERS SEEK TO HOARD MEMORIES OF NATURE, OF LIFE IT¬

WANT ANOTHER HANDBOOK TO CYNICISM AND APATHY. I’VE ALREADY

SELF, AS IF WHEN THEY WERE CUT OPEN IN THE END ALL OF THESE

GOT ONE THAT l*M TRYING TO REWRITE.

MEMORIES OF BEAUTIFUL SUNRISES AND PECULIAR INSIGHTS INTO THE

- JASON SCHAUBLE
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Calendar
LA Arts presents - The Art Event It's multimedia, including ceramics, fiber art, jewelry,
painting, photography, and furniture. March
10 through April 7, Monday-Thursday 8
a.m.-8 p.m., Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Held in
the Atrium Gallery at Lewiston-Auburn Col¬
lege. Free.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art presents Prints of the northern Renaissance. In the
John A. and Helen P. Becker Gallery. March
14-April 16. Open Tuesday-Saturday, 10
a.m.-5 p.m., Sun 2-5 pm.
Concert: the Portland String Quartet is joined
by Portland pianist Mark Howard in a perfor¬
mance of piano quartets of Mozart. At Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall. Free to Bates stu¬
dents; $4 for fac/staff, senior citizens, and
others. Friday, March 17, at 8:00 p.m.
Theater Production: "Right You Are (If You
Think You Are)", by Luigi Pirandello, di¬
rected by Prof. Martin Andrucki. $4/$2. 7866161 for reservations. Friday and Saturday at
8 p.m., Sunday at 2 p.m.
By Josh Vallee
Copy Editor

_

So when I heard that there was a new Brady
Bunch movie in the works, I'll admit that the noise
of my internal groaning was, at least, deafening, and
at most, threatening to overthrow my already hazy
sense of aesthetics via a coup reminiscent of the
switch of blond roommates on 'Three's Company."
I was, as it were, not looking so forward to this mon¬
ster, 'The Brady Bunch Movie".
But, when the rumors began to fly, when the
thing premiered and had its chance to settle, I found
myself, as I would imagine most badly dressed,
retro-friendly young patsies might, becoming en¬
thralled with the prospect of shelling out more than
a mouthful of saliva for this flick. Any response that
I heard was overwhelmingly positive, to the extent
that I had to wonder: was my upbringing grossly
negligent without a full gamut of Brady family din¬
ners, Mike Brady words of wisdom, and errant-foot¬
ball-broken-nose-catastrophes? Was there more
worth in the bizarre Brady moral schema, in which
kids are punished for there wrongdoings, but then
ultimately rewarded for them in the end? I was
overwrought, and lost much sleep, until, finally, I
made the plunge, and went... to a matinee.
And the God damned thing was great. What
more to say... except: the key, it seems, to a film like
this one, is that one wishes (or at least I think one
should wish) to be laughing along with a movie,
rather than at it, a la "Naked Gun", or "Airplane". I
am in no mood for the so-stupid-it's-funny sort of
entertainment if I have to pay full, or even half price
for it. The Bradys pull it off, however, taking the
original Bunch (including Alice and Sam the
butcher, obviously, but ominously lacking Tiger, the
sometimes family dog) and placing it, unchanged in
1990's Los Angeles, amidst the lovely modem con¬
veniences such as rampant crime, corruption, hate,
and any imaginable wretched L.A. scene. The
movie nicely portrays La-La-land as a pit of despair,
which gives the Bradys an even more pristine
gleam. However, the Bunch has altered somewhat
since the 70's. Peter was strangely beautiful, even
beatific (Christ figure), and Greg had lost some of
that hipper-than-thou je ne sais quoi. The most re¬
markable change, the most gripping development,
hands down, was that of Jan, whose unhealthy jeal¬
ousy of her older sister, Marsha, had finally pushed
her into the dark side, as she hears voices in her
head, which plague her otherwise groovy life.
The movie bops along, more or less ignoring
plot, though there is a thread of a story, as the

Bradys hadn't, due to everyday mix-ups (madcap,
no doubt), received any mail for a number of years,
and so hadn't paid any taxes, thus owing the gov¬
ernment $20,000. The Brady's are threatened with
the loss of their vintage house, but are bailed out,
with the help of a talent show, judged by three of the
original Monkees (including the dreamy DAVY
JONES!!). What makes the movie, though, is that
old Brady plots are recycled and twisted, inevitably
resulting in high jinks, far out nuttiness, and a mess
of perversity, as sexual innuendo pervades the origi¬
nally chaste Brady-scape.
It may help one to have seen all of the Brady
Bunch television episodes in order to appreciate all
of the inside jokes, but surely, all one really needs is
a working awareness of the Bradys as an American
institution to enjoy the movie. The film loves the
Bradys, to be sure, but also wishes to deconstruct
them, to see what appalling subversive propaganda
lies underneath their ideologies, their seemingly
wholesome doctrines, and their sexual politics. On
the other hand, maybe that isn't true at all. The
Brady Bunch Movie: a fine time had by all. I mean,
really; you have to really hate life to dislike this
movie.

"It's time to put on makeup ...”
Bayne
Gibbey ‘95,
a noted fan
of writers

Lewis
Carroll and
Pirandello,
contem¬
plates the
other side
while pre¬
paring for
her senior
thesis show
“Story
of
My
Life”
next week.

Barney
Bealphoto.

"Story of, My Life", a one-woman show adapted
from the novel of the same name by Jay
Mclnerney, tells the story of Alison, a twenty-year
old aspiring actress living in New York City in the
late 1980's. Each night is a new adventure, not in¬
frequently catastrophic.

Portland Concert Association - the Dayton
Contemporary Dance Company at the State
Theatre, Saturday March 18,8:00. It's "one of
the country's most exciting modern dance
troupes," to be sure.
Concert: violinist Janet Packer and pianist
Jozef De Beenhouwer perform Beethoven,
Stravinsky, Rieti, and Holmboe. Saturday,
March 18,8:00 p.m. in Olin Arts Center. Free.
Lecture: Stephanie Dillingham, a social
worker from the Boston area, presents an il¬
lustrated talk, "Understanding Eating Disor¬
ders". Sunday, March 19, 2:00 p.m., in the
Mays Center. Free.
Political Meeting: Jonathan Carter speaks to
organize an Androscoggin County chapter of
the Green Party. Mays Center, March 20,7:30
p.m. Free.
Lecture: Marcus Bruce, associate professor of
religion at Bates, speaks as a part of the lec¬
ture series, "If This Were the Last Lecture You
Could Give, What Would You Say?" Mays
Center, March 20, 7:30 p.m. Free.
Lecture: Dale Peterson, a member of the fac¬
ulty at Amherst College, discusses "Notes
From the Ex-Underground: Dostoyevsky
and African American Confessional Litera¬
ture." Skelton Lounge, Chase Hall, Tuesday,
March 21,4:10 p.m. Free.
Lecture: In preparation for Elie Wiesel's
Commencement address, the German Club is
sponsoring the lecture "Literary Reactions to
the Third Reich" given by Doris Kircher,
Asst. Professor of German at the University
of Rhode Island, in the Skelton Lounge on
March 23 at 4 p.m.
Senior thesis in theatre: Bayne Gibby per¬
forms, "Story of My Life", adapted from a
novel by Jay Mclnerney. The play tells the
story of Alison, a twenty year old woman liv¬
ing in New York City in the late 1980s. Each
night is a new adventure, as she stumbles
through the madcap Gotham world of restau¬
rants and clubs, negociating relationships
and her life. Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights (March 23, 24, and 25), at 7:00 p.m.
Free!
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Reggie Unvis:
Hero? Drug
Abuser? Try
human being
BY Jason Schauble
Sports Editor

For those of you who have not
kept up with the recent saga of the late
professional basketball star Reggie
Lewis, this is the recap. On March 22,
Reggie will have his number raised up
into the rafters to join great names like
Larry Bird, Bill Russell and Bob
Cousy. On March 9, The Wall Street
Journal printed an extensive front

page article by investigative reporter
Ron Suskind asserting that Reggie
Lewis' heart condition and death may
have been related to cocaine use.
While the truth is that no one will ever
know whether Reggie ever did use co¬
caine unless someone comes forward
to admit that they had done it with
him or seen him use the drug, the
speculation contained in the Journal
article at least questions his "model
citizen" reputation. It may even shake
him from the hero status he obtained
upon his death. There are many ques¬
tions that remain to be answered, but
the most interesting posed by the
Journal* are the allegations that eco¬
nomic or monetary concerns could
have conceivably played a role in the
medical care Reggie Lewis got.
I'll preface my reflection by say¬
ing that if anyone grew up believing
in sports heroes, it was myself, and
Reggie Lewis was prominent among
them. I wore Reggie's vaunted num¬
ber 35 in high school and attempted to
mirror his distinctive jumpshot and
silky smooth moves performed on the
parquet floor of the Boston Garden in
my own asphalt driveway. I believed
in his "model citizen" image due to
his well-publicized community ser¬
vice in my native Boston and his
squeaky clean relations with the print
media. I saw in him someone who was
worthy of some degree of emulation.
I'm sure that I was not alone. Now I'm
not so sure if I just deceived myself.
When Lewis stumbled on April
29,1993 during a playoff game against
the Charlotte Hornets, I watched in
horror and thought back to the storied
video-dip of the late Hank Gathers of
Loyola Marymount falling to the floor
as his heart failed him for the last time.
But I had to think Reggie would be
different. The best doctors would take
care of him. He had to get better.
When Reggie switched hospitals and
went from the opinion of the "dream
team doctors", led by the Celtic's own
physician, Arnold Scheller, at Boston's
New England Baptist Hospital to the
opinion of Dr. Mudge at Brigham and
Woman's hospital during the middle
Continued on Page 17, Column 1
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Sluggers shoot for CBB, postseason
BY Ryan Spring
Student Correspondent_

The Bates College men's baseball
team has set high goals for the coming
season, among them to win the ColbyBates-Bowdoin championship and to
earn consideration for the East Coast
Athletic Conference or National Colle¬
giate Athletic Association Division III
postseason tournaments.
After being slowed by the unco¬
operative Maine weather in recent
years, Bates hopes to get off to a fast
start this year. Featuring a wealth of
young but talented players, Bates
hopes to improve on last year's 7-10
record. Head coach

Robert Flynn, noted cryptically, "We
are not going to be a hit and run team,
but we will hit and run. We will be ag¬
gressive on the base paths, but we also
have a few people who could be
power hitters."
This year's squad will not rely as
much on its offense as it has in past
years, but instead will be led by its
stingy defense and deep pitching staff.
"Due to early season indications,"
predicted Flynn, "we should be a
good defensive team. Also, our pitch-

ing staff is as good as it has been in re¬
cent years or better because of its
depth."
Among the key returning players
for Bates is senior co-captain Henry
Hanley. Hanley, a left-handed start¬
ing pitcher, has compiled an 11-5
record over the past three years and
will be the anchor of this year's staff.
"I am looking for him to provide a lot
of leadership for us this year," com¬
mented Flynn.
The starting pitching staff is

rounded out by Andy MacLeod '97,
Matt Garvey '97, and Kevin Losty '98.
MacLeod, a right-handed sophomore,
was 3-1 last year as a freshman and al¬
ready has one win under his belt this
year. Garvey, also a right-handed
sophomore, finished at 2-2 last year.
Losty, a right-handed first-year, looks
to make a big impact both as a starter
and as a reliever.
Continued on Page 17, Column 1
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Andy MacLeod '97 prepares to throw some of his trademark "heat”. Note
the smoldering gaze and the sizzling new glove.
Liz LaFemina Photo

Softball looks to improve on 12-3 mark with
potent hitting and a core of letter-winners
B7 3aso?^chaubi^
Sports Editor

The Bates softball team was one of
the best kept secrets last spring when
they shot out to 12-3 and outscored
their opponents 121-52. They were
overshadowed during Short Term by
the exploits of the women's lacrosse
squad, which blazed its way to the
NCAA tournament, but this year they
hope to make a statement of their
own, and try not to miss a stride in re¬

peating their domination of the
NESCAC. With last year's highlights
including such commanding wins as a
20-3 defeat of Middlebury, a 15-9 win
over Wesleyan and a 10-0 blanking of
Elms College in the season-ending
doubleheader, this exceptionally
young team will look to improve on
the little things as their strong core is
still in place.
Why didn't they go to the
postseason and get the recognition
they deserve? "Frankly, we just don't
play enough games. Other teams that
we play like St. Joseph's (from Vir¬
ginia) have eight or nine games under
their belt by the time we meet them at

Brandi Richards '98 attempts to bean one of our photographers in protest
of negative coverage. Lawsuit pending.
Liz LaFemina photo.
the beginning of the season. The
weather also plays a significant role,
along with our schedule of exams. We
added one more game to our schedule
to bring the total up to sixteen, but for
the time being we will just have to be
content with getting the best record
we can because sixteen games is not
enough to give us tournament consid¬
eration," noted head coach Sherry
Deschaine.
The team has yet to play outside,
but Deschaine added that this has

been the case since she has been the
coach. While other higher-profile
spring teams at Bates went on trips to
warmer climates over February break
to play on real grass, Deschaine de¬
cided against the idea, figuring that it
really wouldn't help the team much.
"We didn't even have tryouts until the
week after break, and some of my key
players were still involved in other
Continued on Pagel8, Column 1
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Lewis: hero, or merely human?
had a capital deficit of close to $28.1
million dollars after it bought a televi¬
sion station and it was negotiating to
of the night, I thought it was because
sell the station to Fox Television Sta¬
he wanted a second opinion. Never
tions, Inc. As the Journal states, "Fi¬
did drug use even cross my mind. The
nancially, the Lewis crisis couldn't
media said to me that he was a player
have come at a worse time ... a drug
who was told that he couldn't play
scandal would have endangered ne¬
again by one group of doctors and he
gotiations."
was merely seeking a second opinion.
The NBA policy prevented Lewis
He had a damaged heart
from being required to
and a fainting condition,
give urine unless an NBA
"..reexamine your
and though it was unclear
expert could determine
expectations of
why he had "dead spots"
that their was reasonable
on his left ventricle and celebrities...Ninety- cause. But his life was de¬
why this fainting condi¬
termined to be in danger.
nine percent of
tion hadn't shown up in
When does his obligation
his four-year college ca¬ the time you’ll be to an NBA contract end? Is
reer at Northeastern and
it not more important to
disappointed"
six-year stint in the NBA,
possibly void a contract
•Jack McCallum
many people were unwill¬
(which would only be
ing to ask these questions The Boston Globe done if the urine test were
as long as they could hear
to come back positive) and
from Dr. Mudge that Reggie could
get help if you have a problem than
play again under the right conditions.
claim to have nothing to hide, refuse
The Journal reports that the first
the test, and possibly die? Apparently
medical team concluded the likely
not.
cause of Lewis' death was cocaine and
What about the role his wife and
as Newsweek pointed out in an article
her legal counsel played? The Journal
by Mark Starr this week, the "article
said, "According to Jeffery Isner, the
quoted doctors who had been previ¬
sole consulting cardiologist called in
ously mum on the subject... from that
to assist with the preliminary autopsy,
scenario, the Journal builds its case
a lawyer for the Lewis family told pa¬
that Lewis, his wife and the Celtics
thologists working on the case that if
obstructed attempts to confirm the
anything came out about drugs, the
suspicion of drugs."
Lewis family would sue the city for
As Jack McCallum said in his ar¬
damages." Why did a statement like
ticle "Fair or Foul?" in Sports Illus¬
that have to be made? Although it was
trated, the Journal article "alleges that
denied, what incentive would Isner
the Celtics may have allowed financial
have to make it up?
and public-relations concerns to take
Clearly, Reggie Lewis deserves to
have his number retired on March 22.
precedence over Lewis' medical care;
As a player, Lewis was deserving of
that the supposedly enlightened NBA
the honor. Yet the investigation into
drug policy helped prevent an accu¬
the cause of his death are still open to
rate assessment of Lewis' condition;
further investigation until a time
and that Donna Harris Lewis ... not
when a person is found that can con¬
only endangered her husband by
firm that Reggie Lewis took cocaine or
steamrolling a team of doctors admin¬
until the investigation has been
istering his care, but also intimidated
deemed
sufficiently thorough.
the state of Massachusetts into offi¬
cially declaring a bogus cause of
Whether he did or did not use drugs
could very well be a secret that he
death."
takes to his grave, a situation analo¬
How much money was involved?
More than $15 million in insurance
gous to baseball great Ron Swaboda’s
catch (or non-catch) in the 1969 World
coverage alone could be paid out to
Lewis and the Celtics only if no link to
Series. It is a mystery that will at best
remain unsolved, and at worst evolve
drugs was shown in Lewis' death. At
into a full-blown nightmare should
the same time, the Celtics Limited
someone be able to prove that Reggie
Partnership that owns the franchise
Continued from page 16, Column 1

actually did use cocaine.
In 1984, the commissioner of the
National Basketball Association,
David Stern, told The New York
Times that the league's mission was,
"The collective business of selling he¬
roes." As I've gotten older and wiser,
I've realized that heroes and role
models do not shoot basketballs and
that these uniformed giants are just
human beings who are physically
gifted and susceptible to the same
weaknesses as anyone else. As Jack
McCallum, notable sports columnist
of The Boston Globe who can be said
to "bleed Celtic green", noted in the
March 12, Globe sports section,

Sluggers shoot for extra base season
_
Continued from Page 16, Column 2
Sophomores Charlie Cullinane
and Matt Chapin, and Whitney
Patridge '98 will provide the long re¬
lief should any of this year's starters
get in trouble early. Closers Jeff
Barricelli '97 and Chris Snow '98 will
do any late inning work that needs to
be done.
This year's starting catcher spot is
up for grabs due to possible season¬
ending injury to last year's starter, se¬
nior Brad Batcheller. Three players are
battling it out to fill Batcheller's cur¬
rently vacant cleats. These include
sophomore Jon Smith, junior Matt
Irish, and Snow. There is not a clear
front-runner at this point.
The infield, despite its inexperi-

ence, should be solid, if not spectacular, this year. Senior Nick Lagemann,
who missed last year's season as he
studied abroad, has the potential to be
a powerful offensive threat. The other
anchor of the infield is third baseman
Ari Friedlaender '96. Last year's start¬
ing shortstop, Friedlaender has
moved his stellar glove over to the hot
comer for the 1995 season.
The middle infielders are some¬
what inexperienced this year. Neither
sophomore second baseman Pete
Rodell nor sophomore shortstop Pat
Cosquer played significant minutes
last year, but both are strong athletes
who should adjust to their roles
quickly. First-years Pete Marino and
Paul Blume should also see action this
year at first and second base, respec¬
tively.

In the outfield, seniors Jason
Verner and Jon Bowden, and sopho¬
more Craig Machnik are the most ex¬
perienced unit on the team. Verner, a
co-captain, is the leftfielder and, ac¬
cording to Rynn, has the potential to
have a really good year if he produces
more extra base hits than in the past.
Bowden, the rightfielder, hit around
.300 last year, and is an excellent allaround athlete.
Machnik, the
centerfielder and youngest of the trio,
is also going to be expected to pro¬
duce a some extra base hits.
During a trip to Savannah, Geor¬
gia over February break, Bates won
its first game. The Bobcats defeated
Savannah College of Art and Design,
a Division III school, 8-4. MacLeod
impressed the coaches as the winning
pitcher and Losty picked up the save.

Jay Rasku drawing

"When Reggie Lewis died, scores of
people latched onto him as a fallen
hero. Lewis' legacy grew larger and
larger, to the point that no human be¬
ing could have lived up to the image
that had been created ... reexamine
your expectations of celebrities.... Ap¬
plaud their talents. Appreciate the
pleasure they give you. But don't ever
make the mistake of investing your
emotions beyond that. Ninety-nine
percent of the time, you'll wind up dis¬
appointed. If Reggie Lewis never
touched drugs in his life, there was
probably something else he did along
the way that you wouldn't like. That's
because he was human."
Friedlaender played superbly in his
first start at third base making several
exceptional defensive plays and
Machnik ripped Savannah for three
hits. Hopefully, the combination of
solid starting pitching, solid defense,
and timely hitting will follow the Bob¬
cats up north and carry them into
postseason play for the first time in a
while.
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Softball to dominate
diamond this spring
Continued from Page 1, Column 4
sports, most notably pitcher Molly
Walsh '96 who is involved in nordic
skiing."
With the loss of such key players
as catcher Chelsea Turner and Maine
All-Star Amy Brunner at third base,
the 1995 Bobcats will have to make
some adjustments, most importantly
the move of Heather Chichester '97
into the catcher slot. "Heather may not
have ever played catcher before, but to
date she has done a wicked good job,"
noted outfielder Nicole Oulette '97.
While this remains the position to
watch as the season progresses and
Chichester becomes more comfortable
with pitchers Molly Walsh '96 and
Kara Jackson '97, Chichester exudes
an aura of comfort with the position,
easing the angst coach Deschaine
must have felt when Turner gradu¬
ated.
The pitchers also received much
praise from Deschaine. Walsh pitched
for all twelve of the teams wins last
season and had an earned run average
of 3.10 while throwing 59 % strikes.
"She mostly uses good speed and
worked on her rising and curves last
season," said Deschaine. "She has a
change-up that is improving and with
her size and arm speed, she should
improve further this year." Jackson is
a converted outfielder who hasn't had
much college pitching experience, but
she is coming along well, too. She is
slowly building a potent array of
pitches and can be relied on more this
year after pitching only four innings

last season.
The team's strength, however, lies
in its offense. With power hitters like
Kate Drummond '95 (.549 slugging
percentage, team high 27 total bases),
and senior captains Aliscia Tuohey
(.500 batting average, Maine All-Star)
and Cindy Richardson (.542 slugging,
.333 batting, team-high 13 runs batted
in) asserting themselves at the plate
last season, the team as a whole had a
batting average of .341 with only two
players hitting under .300. While there
aren't any serious long ball hitters be¬
sides Drummond and Richardson (3
home runs each), the team had 15
doubles and only gave up three home
runs and one triple to their opponents.
"Everyone is capable of stepping up in
our balanced offense," noted Oulette.
"We are very excited for the season
and looking forward to big things."
The NESCAC doesn't look to be
any stronger this year than it has been
in the past, with the exception of Tufts,
who is currently ranked sixth in Divi¬
sion III. The real challenges for the
Bobcats will come from St. Joseph's
(Bates won 6-4 last season), the Univer¬
sity of New England (an 11-5 Bobcat
win last season) and the University of
Southern Maine (an 8-1 Bates win last
spring). But perhaps their greatest
challenge will be getting the fan sup¬
port and respect that their counter¬
parts on the baseball diamond and the
lacrosse fields have garnered. With a
long homestand to start the season and
an extended road trip to finish it off,
Deschaine urges sports fans to check
her successful team out before they hit
the road.

Mark Erelli evades a mortar round fired from a jealous teammate threaten¬
ing his life during a treacherous “practice.”
Liz LaFemina photo.

Returning talent allows
smackers to shoot for moon
BY Becky Steer
Staff Reporter_

Next time you are looking for
members of the men's tennis team,
check the library. I didn't have to go
any further than the circulation desk
to get the scoop on this year's team.
"We are definitely expecting to do
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85 Center Street
784 - 8221
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We offer everything from hot calzones to healthy salads and %
delicious pasta dishes. Come in today and sample our specialty S
and signature pizzas.
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Special: Sun-Wed $5.25 large 1 item pizza
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Wednesday nights: $1.45 Maine brewed beer
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Axis Natural Foods
welcome Back Bates Students
Great Snacks + Fruits + Nuts
Natural Vitamins + Sports and Fitness
x
Formula + Teas + Coffee +
Beer and Wine Making Supplies + Books + Body Care
Students and Faculty
Bring in this ad for a 15% discount on all vitamins
_Expires March 24,1995_

250 Center Street, Auburn Phone 782-3348

better than last year," said captain
Jackson Marvel '95. Although the
team was 9-3 last year, they lost a se¬
ries of matches toward the end of the
season. "We lost a bunch of matches
right in a row. It was immediately
after finals and people were
stressed," said Marvel.
"The
matches right after finals really hurt
us," added Jeff Zink '96. "We can't
have distractions on the court, every
one needs to be focused. This is the
year we are going to put it all to¬
gether."
With returning top four players
like Jeff Poleshek '96, Mark Erelli '96,
Dylan Steams '96, and Jeff Zink, and
newcomer Lonnie Klein '98 expecting
to figure prominently, the team is ex¬
cited about their season. Coming
into this spring, Steams described the
team as "the best team yet here a
Bates. Everyone has improved plus
we have some strong additions."
"Our team is deeper and stron¬
ger this year," commented Zink.
"Depth is really important. We might

have an amazing top three but we
need to win all the way down the line
to be a successful team."
For the younger members of the
team, this is the first time they have
played with the top players. Poleshek,
Erelli, Steams, and Zinc all spent this
last fall abroad and missed earlier
practices. "This season is more seri¬
ous because the top guns are back,"
said Klein. "They really push you to
be the best you can be. They are amaz¬
ing players as well as people. I look
up to them in a lot of ways. We are a
very close team, kind of like a happy
family."
According to Marvel, practices
have been very intense. "Each prac¬
tice is competitive. People really push
each other during practices to play up
to their potential." The team's first
matches are at home against Salem
State at the end of March, and then
against Haverford, the top ranked
team in Division III last year.
Coach Wigton said the goals for
the season would be to dominate the
state of Maine, make the ECAC tour¬
nament, and possibly qualify for the
NCAA's as a team. "We really showed
Maine what we could do last year as
we had three of the final four players
in the Maine championships in
singles, and our two top doubles
teams played each other for the
doubles championship."
The team, however, would like to
stay away from citing a specific record
or tournament placing as goals for the
season and instead focus on each
match as they come. "We don't want
to have that kind of pressure on us,"
said Marvel. "Our goal is to be the
best we can."
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Neubert the backbone of 6th-ranked lax team
BY Becky Steer
Staff Reporter

When Martha Neubert came to
Bates her first year, she had never
played organized lacrosse and her
only experience with the came from

Spotlight
when she used to throw around with
some of the members of the men's
team at her high school. At the present
time, she is one of the most highly
touted goalies among the Division III
women's lacrosse elite (she garnered
All-Region honors last season) and a
key member of the surprisingly good
Bobcat
squad
which
upset
Middlebury in the ECAC's last sea¬
son, giving them their first ever
NCAA berth. With a preseason rank¬
ing of sixth in the nation and a solid
core of returning letter winners, the
women's lacrosse team is poised to
outdo even last year's superlative suc¬
cess story. And a lot of it can be traced
back to Martha.
"In women's lacrosse you want
one of your best athletes in the crease
as your goaltender," noted assistant
coach Stacey Watts. "Martha fits that
bill and after we worked with her last
season on the fundamentals, this sea¬
son she is willing to take some risks."
What Watts refers to is Martha's nontraditional tendency to come out of
the crease to make defensive intercep¬
tions, follow ground balls, and even
lead the offense in a role similar to that
of a point-guard in basketball. "I can
see the field from the back," said
Martha, "So I try to lead vocally and
then start the offense myself because I
can more easily identify holes from
my perspective."
Head coach Suzanne Coffey was a
four-year lacrosse goalie herself for
Division I University of New Hamp¬
shire and she has decided to take a
gamble to make her team better. Using
Martha on offense takes other teams
by surprise and also gives the team

Martha Neubert '97 shows her goaltending form in practice in the face of a
mounting attack by her fellow players.
Barney Beal photo

another attacker. Especially since
Martha can't return to the crease once
she has left it to get a ground ball or
make an interception by rule, it was
natural for Coffey to tell her to just
look upheld and run. As Watts noted,
"Martha is capable of assisting on a
few goals this season. When she
pushes the ball upheld, the other

1995 Summer Innkeeper Position in Brunswick, Maine
The Samuel Newman House Bed & Breakfast adjacent to Bowdoin College
in Brunswick, Maine, is seeking a friendly, responsible, and self-directed
person or persons for the position of innkeeper(s) for the summer season
(May 24-August 24).
Duties include: greeting guests, making and serving a home-baked conti¬
nental breakfast (muffins, scones, etc.), shopping, cleaning & basic mainte¬
nance, taking reservations, & keeping household accounts. The salary con¬
sists of a base monthly rate, free room, and a percentage of the inn's profits.
Owning a car is helpful, but not essential. Because of the select nature of
the clientele, college education or degree is highly preferable, as is similar
inn experience. Skill in preparing a homemade continental breakfast is es¬
pecially important.
Send resume to:
Professor Guenter Rose
The Samuel Newman House Bed & Breakfast
7 South St.
Brunswick, Maine 04011
or FAX: (313)971-4562
or email: Guenter Rose@um.cc.umich.edu NO LATER THAN APRIL 10
Interviews of chosen candidates will be on Saturday, April 15 @ the Samuel
Newman House.

team's offense has to go with her to
avoid letting Bates defenders get open
shots. This lets more Bates attackers
work with more options and more
space."
Martha said, "I love to move the
ball upheld, because instead of work¬
ing the ball with ten passes from de¬
fender to midfielder to attacker, we

can now make less connections and
still have similar opportunities to
score. The fewer connections we have
to make to get the ball downfield, the
fewer chances the other team will
have to intercept." And it works. In
the teams trip to Santa Barbara, the
team went 5-2 with the adjustment
and surprised some of the stronger
teams on the West Coast.
Martha's original athletic interest
was volleyball, but she didn't want to
be inside in the fall at college and went
out for the Bates soccer team instead,
at the beginning of last year. As the
back up goalie to All-American Amy
Brunner '94, Martha learned a lot of
the technique a goalie should have.
Although she has since become a full¬
back at soccer, she seems to have
found her niche in lacrosse. But a soc¬
cer goalie is different from a lacrosse
goalie. How did she make the adjust¬
ment? "In soccer you can be faked out
by hips and feet, but in lacrosse you
can be faked out by everything from
body and stick movement to facial ex¬
pressions," noted Neubert. "You just
have to be on your toes the whole time
and your eyes can't leave the ball."
Athletic ability does play a big
part of Neubert's game, and she is also
a game player who rises to the occa¬
sion. "I often get frustrated in practice
when teammates score on me and lose
my focus. I don't have that problem in
games and am able to concentrate bet¬
ter." Bates will need her game face this
season to better their run at the nation¬
als from a year ago. Their run begins
this weekend at a tournament on the
turf at Holy Cross with scrimmages
against Colby and Holy Cross. This
opportunity will let them see some of
the NESCAC strength and get them
out of the Cage for a weekend. "We're
not used to turf," noted Martha, "but
we need all the experience we can get
on anything close to grass to get an
edge on teams like Middlebury, Trin¬
ity and Connecticut College that will
pepper our schedule later in the sea¬
son."

Center for Overseas Undergraduate Programs

When you think of studying in Paris...
Think of COUP
During the past thirty years, COUP has assured our students of in¬
dividual attention and a curriculum which can accomodate each
student’s academic needs.
If you are looking for a program where you can design a course of
studies tailor-made for you, where you can choose from offerings at
the University of Paris, at specialized institutes, or from our own
courses, then COUP is for you.
Applications are now being accepted for Fall '95 and '95/'96.
Apply for a semester or for a year.
For information write to:
Center for Overseas Undergraduate Programs
P.O. Box 3
Clinton, NY 13323
Tel. No. (315) 853-6095 — — - ~r~r%
Fax No. (315) 853-4462
(J (J

Through the years, small, selective, and sound.

"If your thesis were due tomorrow
and you didn't have a title, what would it be?"

"Stud ies in Plagiarism”
—Ckris Daklkerg ‘95

“Ok Skit!”

—Dudley Battle '95

“I'm glad I'm not a senior.”
— HelenDalgleisk '96

Northwestern
Summer Session ’95

“Beat it, Fatty. I got ketter
tilings to do.”
—Stressed Tkesis
Student '95

For a free copy of the Summer Session ’95
catalog, call 1-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call

Cooler near
the lake.
If you’re thinking about summer school,

Noteworthy in ’95: Field schools in

consider Northwestern’s Summer

archaeology, environmental studies,

Session. At Northwestern you’ll find

ethnography, and urban studies and a

yourself on our beautiful campus on the

six-week program in Prague.

708-491-5250), fax your request to
708-491-3660, e-mail your request to
summer95@nwu.edu, or mail this coupon to
Summer Session ’95, 2115 North Campus Drive,
Suite 162, Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650.
Send the catalog to O my home O my school.
Name
School Address

shores of Lake Michigan with students
from all over the country. Where else

For more information, please call

City

can you earn a hill year’s credit in eight

1-800-FINDS NU.

Home Address

or nine weeks and relax on a private

City

State

Zip

State

Zip

beach? Summer Session at Northwest¬
ern makes summer school cool.

Northwestern is an equal opportunity, affirmative action educator and employer.

